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From: &mith@ohcouncilchs.org [mib:bmith@ohcouncilchs.orgl
Sent: Wednesday, February 09,20112:ll PM

Reg Review
Subject: Class 2 and C!as 3 slot machines

To:

The Ohio Council of Churches u r g s the National Indian Gaming Commission strongly
urges that you not permit Native American tribes t o get federal permission, to build
facilities and install Class I1 slot machines under the guise that they are somehow
less addictive to potential gamblers. Slot machines have proven over and over again
rather they be in Native American casinos or those of gambling corporations that
both types of slots are in fact accurately titled the "cmck cocaine" of gambling.

My name is Tom Smith, Public Policy Director for the Ohio Council of Churches
representing 17 mainline Christian denominations in the state of OHio. You can
contact me at 614/885-9590 ext. 15.
Our address is : Ohio Council of Churches, 6230 Busch Blvd. STe. 430, Columbus,
Ohio 43229.

Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
February 11, 2011
On behalf of Stop Predatory Gambling Foundation, a coalition of more than one million
individuals and groups opposed to predatory gambling, I am writing to ask the National Indian
Gaming Commission to make a definite distinction between Class II and Class III tribal
gambling machines and more importantly, make the Commission’s primary focus be to prove
these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes segment revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Class II or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmful
for hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the
public without being proven they are safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes
everywhere in the country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Y et tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thousands of people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who
called those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa World
in 2010: "Slot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic
and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they
are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost any one hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class II and Class
III gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that category because they were
palpably more benign than the Class III forms of gambling. Having slightly different
technological programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that
crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of
using a Class II slot machine and Class III slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class III gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 11, 2011
Today I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class II and Class III tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, to make its primary focus
to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes segment revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of whether they are
Class II or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are
these machines still being promoted to the public without being proven they are safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes everywhere in the country
after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the
public slot machines which no one denies are making hundreds of thousands of people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those McDonald’s
patrons “problem eaters?”
In the words of Rhode Island Hospital’s Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment, “Given the right
circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots.”
Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling and working in
a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa World in 2010: "Slot machines produce a trancelike
state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're
literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff member at the
NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get “almost anyone hooked on slots” and to put citizens “in a trancelike
state” so they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class II and Class III gambling. The less
regulated Class II games were in that category because they were palpably more benign than the Class III forms of
gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the
legislators that crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a
Class II slot machine and Class III slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a Class III
gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player rather
than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and Class III once and for all by first forcing casino
interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes
proved, today’s machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.

Stefani Traina
6 Roulston Circle
Andover, MA 01810
steftraina@verizon.net
978-470-3140

Miccosukee Tribe of Indians
of Florida

Tribal Gaming Agency
Members
Colley Billie, Chairman
Jasper Nelson, Ass't. Chairman
Max Billie, Treasurer

Andrew Bert Sr., Secretary
William M. Osceola, Lawmaker

February 4, 2011

Ms. Tracie Stevens, Chairwoman
National Indian Gaming Commission
1441 L St. N.W., Suite 9100
Washington, DC 20005
Re: Comments on the Revision of Existing Gaming Regulations
Dear Chairwoman Stevens,
Thank you very much for your efforts to consult with Tribes and
discuss our thoughts and priorities for revising existing gaming
regulations and promulgating new regulations. As you are aware,
it is very important that both tribes and the National Indian
Gaming Commission have good working relationships.
The Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida believes that the
National Indian Gaming Commission should strive to ensure that
its rules are fair, realistic, reasonable, and consistent with
the goals and purposes of IGRA.
Please find below our suggestions with respect to NIGC1s
comprehensive review of gaming regulations.
We believe that updating Part 543 is a priority. A review of
the regulation demonstrates that it is incomplete, confusing,
and poses serious compliance issues.
The NIGC should reconsider scrapping Part 543, and redrafting
the Class I1 MICS in a manner more consistent with Part 542,
where paper bingo is separate from the video bingo machines.

P.0. Box 440021, Tamiami Station, Miami, Horida 33 144, (305) 223-8380, fax (305) 559-6653
ConstitutionApproved by the Secretary of the Interior, January 11,1962

The NIGC should consider whether this regulation in Part 559
regarding facility license notifications, renewals, and
submissions, is necessary given that tribal governments have
their own process and procedures that are more than sufficient
to meet the concerns underlying facility licensing on their
reservation.
Tribes already have to adhere to EPA regulations and building
codes in their facilities. So not only do we have to conform to
those standards, but now we have to submit these to the NIGC,
for facility licensing?
In conclusion the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida and the
Miccosukee Tribal Gaming Agency would like to thank you for this
opportunity to provide input into the regulatory review process.
Thank you again for the opportunity, and if you have any
questions, feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,

--S(,

i [&:

Ih
B

'6

Dennis J. Davis, Director
Miccosukee Tribal Gaming Agency

One Mission: The Great Commission One Program: fh e Cooperative Program Many Ministries: Great Commission Ministries

TO:
RE:

National Indim Gaming Commission
Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
DATE: February 1I , 20 1 1

I mwriting to ask the National Wan Gaming Commission to make a clear and
unmistakable distinction h e e n Class Il and Class HI tribal gambling machines. In
Alabama, all the casinos using Class I11 machines have been closed; except for the Indian
casinos. They are in full operation and advertising every day and night because you am
allowing them to operate Class III gambling in a state where the Constitution allows only
Class II gambling.
Indians should not be allowed by you to disrespect the Iaws of Alabama. By using
machines that adversely affect the players, they are creating compulsive gamblers in the
State of Alabama .
Please consider the destructive nature of slot machines on the citizenry of Alabama as
we11 as other states and stop this practice. My motive for the desired eradication of slot
machine gambIiig in our state is for the welfare of our citizens. It has corrupted our
government causing the indictment of four state senators in 2010. Gambling is a blight

on society elnd needs to be stopped.

Christian EthicdChaplaincy Ministries

jmizzell@lsbom.org

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and Class III once and for all
by first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how
the NIGC classifies them.
Sincerely,

Les Bernal
Executive Director
Stop Predatory Gambling Foundation
100 Maryland Avennue NE, Room 310
Washington, DC 20002
(202) 567-6996
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Sent:

Wednesday, February 09,201 1 5 0 4 PM

To:

Reg Review

Subject: READ

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Comrnission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction h e n CIass II and Class III tribal gambling machines,but most importantly, make i s
primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
A s the recent 60 M i ~ ! t c ~ - ~ ~ r n ~ n tall~ f~ o~ m
e aoflelectronic
~,
gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class I1 or Class TI1 machines, have pmen to be severely harmful for hwrdreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public ~lithoutbeing proven
they are safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving s l i d tomatoes mmphere irt
the muntry after a handfd af customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slat machines which no one denies are making hundreds ofthollsands of

people sick
The casina say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's pamns "problem eaters?"
In the \vo:ords ofRhode Idand Hospital's Dr. Robert Ereen who appemd on the 60M i m e s ~grnent,
"Given the right dmmstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
WiIey Harwell, executive director ofthe Oklahoma Asmiation for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class I1 machines told me Tuka WmZd in 2010: "Slot
machines prduoe a trancelike sate. People lose track of time and space. Lugic and ream shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They"re literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."

Isthere any member of Co-

who voted for the Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct of 1988or a staff
member at the NIGC who kliews the intent of IGRA was to get "aIrnost aqvone booked on slats"and to
put citizens "ina tsandike statenso they lose control oftheir spending?
There is no question Conwmted a dear and major distinction between Class IT and Qass 111
gambling. The less regulatd Class II games were in that category because they were palpably more
knign than the Class I JI form of gambling. Having slightly different techological programming of the
rnacllines does nut fulfill the intent of the legislatorsthat crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the 0~perienc.eof using a Class 11slut machine and Class 111slot machine.
If a machine look Iike, soundslike, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a
Class III gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against pla-ver rather than player against a computer.

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class 11 sluts and Class 111once and for all by first
forcing casino i n t e r n and the makers of electronic gambling machines to pmw the machines are safe.
Because as (40 Minutes proved, Way's machines are not safe, no rnatkr how the NIGC classifies them.
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Christopher Benjamin
13190Washington Drive #B
Largo, Florida
33774
727-259-4599
apnstnlichovIgg&

I nl>m.com

Be a PS3 game guru.
Get your game face on with the 1atqst-P_Sb ews and preyve_w-sSattV_aha,! Games2
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Frm:

Nuala Boness [nandjboness@comcast.netJ

Sent:

Wednesday, February 09,2017 2 4 2 PM

To:

Reg Review

-

--

Subject: DefinRely AGAINST GAMBLING!

1 have witnessed great family disintegration caused by this nasty stealing fram the
people who can least afford it!!! Stop now
I am a real estate agent in Andover Ma 1 reside at 4 Robinwood Way what is Mr
DiLeo our State rep trying to do ! no doubt a hidden agenda or a puppet of these with
tots to gain!
Regards,

Nuala Boness
978-807-5596
978-475-7046
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From:

Frances Perguidi [fperguidi@yahoo.cofl

Sent:

Wednesday, February 09,2011 10:51 PM

To:

Reg Review

Subject: National Indian Gaming Commission

Please make clear and unmistakable distinction between Class II tribal gambling machines, but
most irnportantIy, make its primary focus to prove these slat machines are safe.
Frances May Perguidi
32 East Palmer Park Drive
Palmer, MA 01069-1918
413-283-4048

e-mail : ~ e r ~ ~ i ~ i ~ @ ~ ~ a h o o . c o r n
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From:

Les BemaI [Les@StopPredatoryGambllng.org]

Sent:

Wednesday, February 09,2011 3:34 PM

To:

Keith Baker

Subject. 5 minutes to help stop predatory dots

Dear K e i ~
Native American casinos have been a driving forcebehind the massive expansion af predatory gambling
that has oveIurheImed the U.S. wer the last twenty years. It's happened in large part h a u s e so-called
"Glass 11" slot machines, often called "eledmnicbingo machines," have a 1 1 0 4 predatory gambling
interests to willfully evade state gambling laws to expand their business scheme within a state.
By taking l
hminutes to attach the sample letter below in an em3 today, you can make a
differenm to stop this practice. At this moment, the National Indian Gaming Commissian is rwiewing
technical standards for Class I1 gambling machines [this includes bingo machines.). The public isbeing
given an opportunityto provide input and the public comment period ends this Friday,
Feb. 12th. I strongly urge you to make your voice heard.
The NIGC prefers titkens submit comments as an attachment by eman to re~.re\i~cr:@-nigc~ox
Please
include the name of .theperson making the submission,m a i f i address, telephone number and e-mail
addres. They ask the document be emailed as an attachment in either Microsoft Word or as an Ado&
PD F format. If ,mu want more details, ~:ouan\tsit!~~re.

Thanks for making a diffemce.

JRS Bernal

SPG Foundation

Text of Sample Attachment Below:

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: PubIic Comment Regarding Technid Standads for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Co-on
to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction h e n Class I1 and Class I11 tribal gambling machines, but m a t importantly, make its
primary focusto p m these slot machines are safe.
As the rec_eFt 60 IMir~rttes
segrncn_tre\.eald, dl forms of electronic gambling machines, regardlessof
whether they are Class 11or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundrecls af
thousands dhericans, Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being proven

they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving diced tomatoes e v a y w h m in
the muntry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of sdmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making hundreds of thmands of
people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's pamm "problemeaters?"
In the \\-orcbof Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Rohrt Ereen who a p p e d on the 60M i m t a segment,
--.-A-

"Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slats."

Wdey Hawell, executive dimor af the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a Iarge number of Class II machines .told me Tulsa Wmld in 2010:"Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track oftime and space. Logic and Peason shut down. The
back ofthe brain lights up. They're Iiterally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should"
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Is there any member of Congresx who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff member at
the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slots"and to put c i h n s "in a
trancelike state" so they lose conwol of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a dear and major distindon lxtwwri C l m II and Class 111gambjing. The
less regulated Class 11games were in that category because they were palpably more benign than the Class III
forms of gambling. Having slightly different t ~ o l o g i c aprogramming
l
of the machines does not fulfill the intent
of the legislators that crafted IGRA. Today, mcst slot machine users are had-pressed ta distinguish the experience
of using a Class I1 slot machine and Class I11 slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and f e l s hie a sIat machine in play, it shwId k categorized as a Class IT1
gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player against a computer.

But the NIOC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class 11 slats and Class XI1 once and for all by first krung
casino i n t e r n and the makers of electronic gambling machines to pnwe ~e machines are safe. B e c a w as 60
Minutes p
~today's
~ machines
,
are not safe, no matter how the NIGC dadfie them.

Mailing Address:
Stop Predatory GmbEing
100 Maryland Ave NE
Room 3 10
Washington, DC 20002
US

Contact Name: mai~@stoppredatorygambling.arg
Telephone Number: (202) 567-6996
Remove you~se_lfffrgmthis mailing.
Rgryove your_selLfrom all maLngsfrom United M-eth~distGeneral Board of Church and Society.
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From:
Sent

-

-

-

- --

-

-

-

autaugabaptist@gmail.comon behalf of Bill Morgan [bmorgan@autaugabaptist.org]

Wednesday, February 09,2011 4:46 PM
To:
Reg Review
Subject: Gambling on Indian land

Please stop all forms o f gambling on the federally controlled Indian land
especially in states where it is illegal.

Bill Morgan
1833 Edinburgh St
Prattviile, A C 36066
334-799-8480

t l a s u zJamDllng Machines

.
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Susan Gore [sue.gore@keaudio.net]

Sent:

Wednesday, February 09,201f 4:32 PM
To:
Reg Review
Subject: Class ll Gambling Machines

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,20 11
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class ll and Class tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes segmmt revealed, dl forms of electronic gambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Class If or Class FIT machines, have proven to be severely harmful
for hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the
public without being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes
evelywhere i # the
~ coea~lb/y
after 8 handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds qf thm~smdcofjxopfe sick.

-

The casinos say it is not the machine the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who
called those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In the wmds of %ode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Mirn6feLr
segment, "'Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wiley Hamell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class Il machines told 7he Tulsa WorM
in 2010: "Slot machines produce a tmncelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic
and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They'reliterally not cognizant that they
are spending more than they should.'"
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who believes the intent of TGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state7'so they lose control of their spending?

There is no question Congess wanted a clear and major distinction between Class II and Class
III gambling. The less regdated Class 11 games were in that category because they were palpably
more benign than the Class UI forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming ofthe machines does not fialfil l fithe intent of the 1egis1atms that crafted ERA.
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class II
slot machine and Class III slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slat machine in play, it s h d d be
categorized as a Class III gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside
the machine pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

11

v m o ~ ~ Macmnes
ng
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But the NiGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slats and CIass XIT once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60 MiPnctes proved, today's machines are not safe, no mattes how the NIGC classifies them.
This has personally effected a member ofmy family, losing her thee very young daughters and husband
to this addiction. Please stop it! I!!

Susan Gore
70 Fahiew S t
Lee, MA 01238
4 13-243-2273

Lynn & Carl [slush@oregonfast.nefl
Wednesday, February 09,2011 4:05 PM
Reg Review
casino gambling

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

If the United States is going to c o n t i n u e to a l l o w gambling in the Indian casinos, and t h e
expansion o f Indian Casinos, then it should stop the f e d e r a l subsidized funds that the
t r i b e s receive.
Supposedly, t h e reason f o r these Indian Casinos, was to allow the t r i b a l members (I use
that term l o o s e l y ) t o e a r n an income so that the Federal Government (my t a x e s ) doesn't
have to subsidize these Sovereign N a t i o n s (I u s e this term "more" loosely). We are now one
n a t i o n , indivisible {oh wait we have about Z O O + soverien n a t i o n s within t h i s one country
that's indivisible).

There is absolutely no reasan to expand these Indian casinos with more e l e c t r o n i c gambling
machines..
none! This country is already in enough f i n a n c i a l t r o u b l e , without
adding more people to the welfare r o l l s because they l o s t everything gambling.

........,

C a r l Slusser
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From:

Douglas WFngeier [dwing@att.mtj

Sent:

Wednesday, Februav 09,2011 3:04 PM

To:

Reg Review

Cc:

mail@stoppredabrygambling.org

Subject clear distinction between class If and class III gambling
To: National Indian Gaming Cammission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Chsq I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National.Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a cleax and unmistakable
distinction between Class II and Class IXI tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.

As the w e n t 60 Min~rtrssegmentrmx&l,
all forms of electronic gambling machinaq, regmdEess of
whether they are Class 11ar Class 111 machines, have proven to be weerely hamful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines stiU &tng promoted to the public without being proven
they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines d e n they stopped serving s l i d tomatoes evsrywlrem in
the country afier a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonelln poisoning. Yet tribal casino
inkre& are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making h~mndredsof tho-&
of
people sick.

-

The casinos say it is not the machine the gambler is the pmblem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problemeaters?"

In the.-M-ordsof RZlods Island Hospital's Dr.Robert Ereen who a p p e a d on the 60 Minutes m e n $
"Giventhe right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on dots."
Wiley Hamell, executive director of the Oklahoma Assmiation for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa World in 2010:"Slot

machines produce a bncelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and rewon shut down.The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally not mg~i;rantthat they are spending more than they should."

Is &ere any member of Conwho voted for the Indin Gamin .....
Replatory
... .... ...m
Act..of 1988 or a staff
rnemhr at the NlGC who Mieves the intent of ZGRk wa.: to get "a rnog anyone hooked on slots"and to
put citizens "in a tranalike staten ao they lose control of their spending?
...........v...r..

9

There is no question Congresswantlad a clear and major dkiinction b e e n Class It and Class 111
gambling. The less w l a t e d Class 11games were in that category h u s e they were palpably more
knim than the Class IIE forms &gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the
machines dms not fdN1the intent of the legislators &at crafted IGIRA. Today, most slot machine usew
are hard-pressed t~ distindsh the experience of using a C l a s ~11 slot machine and Class IT1 slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it shoald be categorized as a
Class IT1 gambling machime, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC can eIiminate the hairsplithg around Class II slots and Class I11 once and for all by M
forcing casino interms and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Bearuse as 60 Minutes pmved, today's machimes
not safe,no matter how the NIGC classifies them.

Sincerely yours,
Douglas E. Wingeier
266 Merrirnon Aye.
AshevilEe, NC 28801
828-246-4885
dcn1n3_nat
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From:

donald cote ~drarcole@vci.net]

Sent:

Wednesday, February 09,2011 2 4 5 PM

To:

Reg Review

Cc:

Kentucky League

-

-

-

Subject: Gambling Machines

Dear Sirs:
The 'kelectronic gambling machines"need ta be stopped and put out of business. They will muse a lot of
devastation all across the country. They will bring harm to families as many will become addicted to
playing the machines. How can we as thinking people let these machines operate. They will such
communities dry of their resources.

Donald R. Cole
Ky League on Alcohol and Gambling Problems
2722 Crittenden Drive
Louisville, Ky 40209

Ph. (502) 635-0002
Cell Ph. 270-619-0265
e-mail drarcofe@vci,net
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From:
Sent:

Velma Everett [veImaevere~@bellsouth
.net]

To:

Reg Review

Thursday, Februa~y10,2071 413 PM

Subject: Indian Gaming Commission

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public comment regarding Technical Standards for Class D Gambling Machines
Date Febmary T O,201P
I am writing to ask the national Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class Ill t i b d gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove that these slot machines are safe. As the recent 60
Minutes segment revealed, all forms of electric gambling machines have proven severely
harmful for many thousands of Americans. Why then are these machines still being aggressively
advertised to our people when so many families are experiencing inadequate h n d s for the
necessities of life, as well as abuse and suicide, because one or more family members are
addicted to gambling?

In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr.Robert Breen who was heard on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots".
Wiley Hawell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for ProbIem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class ll machines told the fil&mWorM
in 2010: '"lot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic
and reason shut down. The back ofthe brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they
are spending more than they should+"
Is there any member of our Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988
or any staff member who believes the intent of the IGRA was ;to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" in order to lose control of their spending? And
did any member considm the consequences of family income being squandered in this manner,
resulting in the homrs already mentioned?

The NGTC can eliminate the debates and arguments concerning CIass II and Class W slots once
and for all by forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove
the machines are safe and wiEI not remit in these destructive addictions,
My hope and desire is that the members of the NTGC exercise true wisdom concerning this
critical decision.

Thank you.
Respectfully,
Mrs. Velma Everett
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From:

Ben Chandler [d~rnstclairbapt~indstream~net~

Sent:

Thursday, February 10,2011 11:29 AM

To:

Reg Review

Cc:

'ALCAP'

Subject: gambling detriment

Hello, Mends,

This has Been a long battle, and lyrnnot weary.
I atong with millions of others want to ask you to end ALL gambling on
Indian Reservations. What a detriment to the character and
consciences of fhe Native American people.
Also, consider the fof/awingletter that I support.
Greed is the driving force to the ruin and wreck of millions of fives
through gamblhg. Why not make fortune through hard, honest, ethicai
work?

Dr, Ben Chandler
PO Box f60
Ashville, AL 35953
205 594 5173
domstciai~ap~ndsfream.net

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class 11Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction b v e n Class II and Class I11 tribaI gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to prow these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 M i n j ~ T segment
e
re\-ea_Igd,all fomof eleeb.onic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class I1 or Class I11 machines, ha\! proven to b severely harmful for hundreds of
thowands of Americans. Why are these machines still W g promoted to the public without being proven
they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving skid tomatw e v m p h e in
the wuntry after a handfuI of customers got sick in an outbreak of sdmoneITa poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering Ithe public slot machines which no one denies are making h~mdredsof thmrsd
of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambIer is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "probIemeaters?"
In the words of&ode IsEand Hospital's Dr. Robert:Breen who appeared on the 60Minutes segment,
"Given the right circumstanm, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
2/10/20 1 I
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Wirey Hanvell, executive director of the Oklahoma A s e a t i o n for Problem and Compulsive Gambling and
working in a state with a large number of Class TI machines told The Tulsa World in 2010:"Slot machines produce
a trancelike state. People lose track oftime and space. Logic and reason shut down.The back :kthe brain lights
up*They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Congresswho voted fm the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act d 1988 or a staff memkr at
the NIGC who believes the intent of 1GRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on slots"and to put citizens "in a
trancelike state" ssa they lase control of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Ctass IT and Class IJJ gambling. The
less regdated Class IT games were in that category &cause they were palpably more benign than h e CIass LII
formsof gambling. Having slightly different ~ ~ o l o g i cprogramming
al
of the machines does not fulfill the intent
ufthe legislators that crafted I GRA.Tday, most slot machine users are had-pressed to distinguish the experience
ofusing a Class I1 slot machine and Class IEI slor machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should IE categorized as a Class 111
gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class I1 slots and Class 111 once and for all by firstforcing
casino interests and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prow the machines are safe. M a u s e as 60
IMhW proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.

Mailing Address:
Stop Predatory Gambling
100 Maryland Ave NE
Room 3 10
Washington, DC 20002

us

Contact Name: m_a~@stoppredato~~qamblin~~~g
Telephone Number: (202) 567-6996

From:

tsrnith@ohcouncilchs.org

Sent:

Wednesday, February 09,2011 2:11 PM

To:

Reg Review

Subject: Class 2 and Class 3 slot machines

The Ohio Council of Churches urges the National Indian Gaming Commission strongly urges
that you not permit Native American tribes to get federal permission to build facilities and
install Class II slot machines under the guise that they are somehow less addictive to
potential gamblers. Slot machines have proven over and over again rather they be in Native
American casinos or those of gambling corporations that both types of slots are in fact
accurately titled the "crack cocaine" of gambling.
My name is Tom Smith, Public Policy Director for the Ohio Council of Churches representing
17 mainline Christian denominations in the state of OHio. You can contact me a t 614/8859590 ext. 15.
Our address is : Ohio Council of Churches, 6230 Busch Blvd. STe. 430, Columbus, Ohio
43229.
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From:

Marilyn Baker [bakerpark@threerivef.net]

Sent:

Thursday, February 10,2011 1103 AM

To:

reg.review@nig.gov

Subject:
gambling
Attachments: 5 minutes to help stop predatory slots
1 am against any time of gambling. It affects the family in many ways. It can not help at all to,have so
many forms of gambling. It will affect the whole family eventually. 1 will break up many homes. it does hurt
the communities. Please read the attachment and really pray about this. NO TO GAMBLING OF ANY
KIND3

A concerned citizen,
Marilyn Baker
Ainsauorth, NE
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From:
Sent;

To:

Ray and Jean Hein* Ijeanray@frontiernet.fl
Thursday, February 10,2011 120 AM
Reg Review

Subject: Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards fbr Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 10,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to nut only make a clear and unmistakab1e
distinction M e n Class II and Class IT1 tribal gambling machines, but. most importantly, make its
pfimaq- focus to pro\* these slot machina are safe.

As the recent ho -4fiyr t~s-s_e_cment
rev?-aid, all forms of electronic gambling machines, regardex of
whether they are Class 11or Class 111machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans, Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being p

m

they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stupped &g
sliced tomatoes amywhme m
the anmhy &r a handful d customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are &ring the public slot machines which no one denies aw making hundreds of t h m m d s of
people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In the words of Rhde Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the lio Mimrza segment,
'Given zhe right circumstances, almclst anyone can get hooked on sluts."
WEley Harwell, exeGutive director ofthe Oklahoma M a t i o n for Problem and CompuIsiw Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class T I machines told The nLsa World in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose wadi of time and space. h g i c and reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally nut cognizantthat they are spending more than they should!"
Is there any member ofCongress who voted for the Indian Gaming RegulatowAct of 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slob"and to
put citizens "in a -trancelikestate" so they lose control aftheir spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class I1 and Class III
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category k a u s e they were palpably mow
benign than the Class 111 form of gambling. H a w slightly different technological programming af the
machines d m not fi1lf111 the intent of the legislatorsthat crafted I G R k Today, most slot machine users
are h a r d - p r d to distinguishthe experience of using a Class I1 slot machine and Qas I I I slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and fwls like a dot machine in play, it should Ix categorized as a
Class 111gambling machine, regardies of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class 11slots and Class I11 once a d for all by first
forcing casino i n t e r n and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 65 M i m t a proved, today's machines we not safe, no matter how the NEGC classifiesthem.
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7%: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding TechnimI Standards for Class 11 Gambling Machines
From:State Senator John budon (retired)
314-922-1900

Date: Febuary 11,2011

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class EI and Class III tribal gambling aacllines, but most
importantly, make its primary f m w to prove these slot machines are safe.

As a 14 w a r lawmaker. 1merit eight wars on the Missouri Joint Committee on Gaming and
Wagerina I spent a tremendous amount of time study gambling issues. For the life of me,I
cannot understand anything uther than deep skepticism about any gambling expansion if for no
other reason than it is the most radical mechanism imaginable for transferring wealth from the
hands of many into the hands of very few. Government taxation captures some m u e along the
way, but those are arguably mmpleteIy ovenuhelmd by the social costs left in the wake of the
casinas.
I have summed up lawmaking and indeed, t h e regulatory prooess this way:

Every law incents or disincents behavior.

Yon jab should be insenting pubIic gauds and disincenting pnblic &Is.
kamot ima!zine anv ~ublic~ o o dto make it easier for more dthe dimwitted to be marated from
their monp by new techolo~esthat operate in the grey to black market& I use that term very
deliberately. No smart p ~ o wnith a11 of their faculties about them would spend more than 5
minutes losing $20 in one of these machines. This, is w+y we were fond of referring ta the state
lottery as a tax on the mathematicallychallenged

As the pcentjn-Min utes segment_~~e~:e.ald,
aII forms of electronic gambling machines,regardless
of whether they are Class II or Class TI1 machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines mill being promoteil to the publit
without being proven they are safe?

Isthew any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988or a
staff member at the NlGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyme hook& on
slots" and to put citizens % a trancelike state" so they lose control oftheir spending?

Them is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distindon between Class EI and Class III
gambling. The less regulated Class 11games were in that category because they were palpably
more benign than the Qass IXT forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming of t h e machines does not fuIfilI the intent of the l e ~ l a t o rthat
s crafted IGRA.
Today, most slot machine users are h a d - p r e d to distinguish the experience of using a Class I1
slot machine and Class I11 dot machine.
If a machine looks like, soundslike, and fm?slike a slot machine in play, it should be categorizd
as a Class I11 gambling machine, regardless of whether or nut the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a mmputer.
But the NZGC can eliminate the hairsplithg around Class XI slots and Class In once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronicgambling machinesto prwe the
machines are safe. Bemuse as 60 Miflutes prwetl, today's machines are not safe, no matter how
the NTGC classifies them.

Respectfully Submittdl

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Szandads for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011

3 am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class 11 and Class IT1 tribal gambling machines, but mmt
importantly, make its primary f m s to p m e these slot machines are safe.

As the recentiYm-Mj7111~n1fntreveald, a11 forms af e l m n i c gambling machines, regardless
of whether they are Class II or Class III machines, have proven TO be severely harmful for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public
without being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they
sexlring sliced tomatoes
evqwhwe in the country after a handful of customers gat sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering h e public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thaumds ofpeople sick.
'Fhe casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonaHs patrons "problem eaters?"
I n the
- --words
-.- - of Rhde Island Hospitalk Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slats."

--

Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Curnpdsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number aF Class I1 machines told TKe TErlsa World
in zaio: "Slotmachines produce a trancelikestate. People 10% track of ti me and space. Logic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they should."

Isthere any member of Congress who wted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the MIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "aImost anyone hooked on
slots" and ta put citizens "in a t~ancelikestate" so tl~eylose corrtrol uf their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a dear and major distinctionbetween Class II and Class 111
gambling. Tlw less regulated Class I I games were in that categorybecause they were palpably
more benign than the Class III forms d gambling. Having sliglltly different technological
programming &the machines d m nut fulfill the intent ofthe legislators that crafted PGRA.
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguisll the experience of using a Class 11
slot machine and Class III slat machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slat machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class 111 gambling machine, regardless af whether or not rhe technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the haimplining around Class IT slm and Class 111 once and for all lq
first forcing Gasino interests and the makers of elecmnie gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. B e c a w as 40 Mhutes proved, today's machines are not. safe, no matter how
the NIGC classifies them.

Sarah James
47 Cogswell Avenue Ste. f 2
Cambridge, MA 02140
6 1 7-5 76-1 745

-

-

From: Douglas Wingder [maib:dcwing@att.net]
Sent: WednesUay, February 09,2011 3:04 PM
To: Reg Review
Cc: ma il@stoppredatorygarnbling.org
Subj-.
clear distinctin h e e n class II and class

m gamblim

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Reganling Technid Smdards for Class IT Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class I1 and Class III tribal gambhg machines, but most
importantlv, make its primary focus to p m e these slot machines are safe.
As the rccent ho Min-s
x z m e n t r m , e ~ l . dall~ forms of electronic gambling machines, regadless
of whether they are Class IT or Class In machinm, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds of thousands ofhericans. Why are.these machines still being prornotd to the public
without being pmven they are safe?

In 2008, McDwakl's made national headlines when they stopped sewing s l i d tomateverywhere in the muntry after a handful of customers got sick Inan outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denie
are making hundreds of thousands ofpeople sick.

The -inw say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is &ere anyone who called
those McRouald's patrons 'problem eaters?"
ln thr words of Rhode Island Hospiial's Dr. Robert Breen who a p p d on the 60Minutes
segment, "Giventhe right circumstances, almast anyone can get hooked on s1ot.q."

W i HarweI1, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working ina state with a large number of Class 11 machines told The Tulsa World
in 2010:"Slot machines produce a hncelike state. People bse tmck of time and spm. bgic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. they'^ literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they shouId."
Is there any member of Congresswho voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988or a
staffmember at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanpane hooked on
slots"and to put citizens 'in a tranceIike ,rtatcnso they lose control of their spending?

Them is no question Caagess wanted a clear and major distinction between Class T I and Class IIl
gambling. The less regulated CIass I1 games were in that categov because they were palpably
more benign than the Class 111forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legi.lators that cmfted IGRA.
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experientle of using a Class I1
slot machine and Class IIT slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like,and feels like a sJut machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Clav,IT1 gambling machine, regardIess of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against acomputer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting m u n d Clms I1 dots and Class I11 once and for all by
first forcing casino h i e m & and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Bacausc as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safq no matter how
the NIGC classifies them.

Sincerely yours,
Douglas E. Wingeier
266 Merrimon Ave.
AsheviIle, NC 28801
828-246-4885
dc~vino'cr;atl.net

----- Original

Message----Carl [mallto:slushForegonfast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, F e b r u a r y 09, 2011 4:05 PM
To: Reg Review
Subject: casino gambling

From: Lynn

&

If t h e United S t a t e s is going to c o n t i n u e to allow gambling in t h e
Indian caslnos, and the expansion of Indian Casinos, then i t should
stop the federal s u b s i d i z e d funds that the tribes receive.
Supposedly, t h e reason f o r these Indian Casinos, was t o allow the
tribal members (I use t h a t term l o o ~ e l y )t o earn an income so that t h e
Federal Government (my taxes) doesn't have to subsidize t h e s e Sovereign
Nations (I use t h i s term wrnore"l o o s e l y ) . We are now one nation,
indivisible (oh wait we have a b o u t 200+ soverien nations within this
one country t h a t ' s indivisible) .
There is a b s o l u t e l y no reason to expand t h e s e I n d i a n casinos with more
electronic gambllng machines
none! T h i s country is already in
enough Financial trouble, w i t h o u t adding m o r e people t o the welfare
rolls because they lost everything gambling.

...........

Carl Slusser

F m : lbcjerry [mailto:l~erry@tselkouth.net]
Sent: Wednesday, F e h a r y 09,2011 3:39 PM
To: Reg Review
Subjed: ELECTRONIC BINGO

PLEASE CONSIDER BANNING ALL ELECTROMC BINGO MACHINES IN THE
COUNTRY BY ALL GROUPS. THESE MACHINES ARE NOT SAFE AND ROB SO
MANY PEOPLE OF THE NECESSITIES OF LIFE, THANKYOU FOR YOUR
CONSIDERATION.

JERRY STAlUTNG
6125 SHANNON BROOKE LN.
OXFORDL, AL.
-LBCJERRY/cr,BELLSOtT~.NET
-

To: NationaI Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Corn ment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February g, 2011

I ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to make a clear distinction betwen Class 11and Class I11 tribal gambling
machines, and to prohibit them in Indian casinos.

Gambling has proven destructive to every camunity where it is permitted.
Gary Spooner
445 SheIton Road

Auburn, AL 36830

February 10,201 E

The National Indian Garrring Commission
144 1 L Street, NW Smte 91 00
.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Dear Commission Membets:

This comment is offered out of concem over the pending dispute between the citizens of
Alabama and the Pomh Creek Indian Tribe. It is the legal opinion of the undersigned
that the Poarch Creek Tribe is operating gambling devices that are illegd under Alabama
law. The t h m t of this Foment is to articulate limitations hat should guide any revision
of regulations by the Commission.

National Indian Gaming Commission ('WGC") reguldons of Class 11 and U1 gaming
must comport with State law. As stated on the NIGC web page "IGRA establishes the
NIGC and a regulatory structure for Indian gaming in the United States."Sec. 270 1 of the
IGRA provides "The Congress finds that...(S) Indian tribes have the exclusive right to
regulate gaming activity on Indian Imds if the gaming activity ... is conducted within a
State which does not, srs a matter of criminal Iaw and public policy, prohibit such
gaming activity." {Emphasis added.)

TRis deference to State policy is found thoughout the provisions of the I G M . Where
Sec. 2703 defines "cIass 11 gaming" it restricts "card games" to those that "are explicitly
authorized by the laws of the State, or are not explicitly prohibited by the laws ofthe
State and are played at my Iocation in the State, but only if such card games are played in
conformity WIBthose laws and regulations (if my) of the State regarding hours or
periods of operation of such card games or limitations on wagers or pat sizes in such card
games." This deference is demonstrated in parks (C}, @), (E) and (F). The provision at
(F) specifically anticipates the outcome of a pending State j udicial proceeding
interpreting State law as determinative of whether such gaming shall cease or continue on
Indian land.

7 3 s deference is mandated under Sec. 27 1 O(b)(I)

"AnIndian tribe may engage in, or

license and regulate, class II gaming on Indian Jmds within such tribe's j juris&ction, if(A) such Indian gaming is located within a State that permits such gaming for any
purpose by my person organization or entity... ."
It is significantthat every IG-FtA reference to state or state law is for the purpose of
limiting the gaming that can be conducted under authorily of the IGRA.

The practical reason for th~sdeference to state law is obvious. Gambling is an a~tiviiy
that has historically been ~Ioselyregulated, if not outright pmhbited. Where gambling
has found greater Iegd and social acceptance the adivity is subject to compIicated

regulations. In general, it is to be observed that such regulations are efforts to contain
gaming that mises out of narrow exceptions to some level of prohibition. Implicit in the
three-tiered approach set forth in the IGRA is a recognition of some level of prohibition
by states. This observation is offered for the proposition that any revisions of Nationd

Indian Gaming Commission regulations bearing on Class I1 or Class III gaming should be
narrowly drafted so that tribal gaming mvities are consistent with, and not expansive of,
St& law.
Michael J. Gamble
206 East Main Skeet
Dothan, AL 34301
(334) 797-9259 - teIephone
(334) 792-9611 - fax number
gambIelmvfirm ilgmail.corn

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class ZT Gambling Machines
Date: February 10,2011

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class En tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes seement revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Class I1 or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmfizl
for hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the
public without being proven they are safe?

Ln 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes
everywhere in the courrtry after a handful of customers gut sick in an outbreak of salmonella

poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of fhousands ofpeopk sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who
called those McDonald's patrons "problemeaters?"
In the words of mode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Giventhe right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots.'T
WiIey EIarwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa World
in 2010: " Slot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic
and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they
are spending more than they should."

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the MGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a dear and major distinction between Class II and Class
I11 gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that category because they were
palpably more benign than the Class III forms of gambling. Having slightly different
technological programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that
crafked IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of
using a Class IE dot machine and Class III slot machine.
Ifa machine looks hke, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be
categorked as a Class III gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside
the machine pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for C h s s II Gambling Machines
Date: February g, zori

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class 11 and Class 111t r i b I gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to prove these slot machines are safc.

As the w r e n t 60

Minu Ic.; s t z ~ ~ ~1c(9ncaoIrd,
t
all forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of
whetha they are Class II or Class III machines, have-proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being proven
they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving s f i d tomatoes everywhere in
the wuntry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet h i 1 casino
inkrests are offering the public slot machinm which no one denies are makinghundreds ofthousands of
people sick.

The minos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called tho.%
McDonald's patrons "problem caters?"
In !IIV 1.r.crd.: of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appmed on the 60 Minu& segment,
"Givcn the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

W11qMmvell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class JE machines told Thc Tulsa World in 2010: "Slot
machine9 produce a traocefike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and mwn shut down.The
back of the brain lights up.They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Canwho voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the MGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on slots"and to
put citizens "in a tranoelike state"so they lose wntml of their spending?

There is no question Congresswanted a clear and major distinction between Class I1 and f a 111
gambling. The less regulated Class 11games were in that category because they were palpably more
bmip;a than the Class 111 forms of gambling. Having sIigHtly diffe~enttechnologim1 programming ofthe
machines does not fulfill the intent ofthe legislatorsthat crafted IGRA Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using, a C h s s LI slot machine and Class IT1 slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categmhd as a
Class IT1 gambling machine, regardlessof whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather thanplayer against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting mound Class 11 dots and Class 111once and for an by first
forcing casino interaqts and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.
Respectfully,
Dave Colavitu
145 Bowers Road
Rock Hill, NY 32775-681 5
845-7941 B 4
dcolavito@hvc.rr.com

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class 11 G a m b h g Machines
Date: Fefiruary 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming GommLq&on to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class 11and Class HI tribal gambling machimes, but most imporkantly, make its
primary focus to provc these slot machines arc safe.

As the recent ho Minufes segment rwded,aU h r m s of ekclmnic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Qass II or Chss EX1 machines, have proven to be .severely lmmfd fur hundreds of
thousands ofberimus. Why are the* machines still being promoted to the public without being proven
they are safe?
In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving s l i d tomat- everywhere in
the cottntry after a handful of custumers got sick in an outbreak ofsairnonella poisoning. Yet bibal msino
i n t e r n are offering ~e public slot machin- which no one denim are making hundreds of thot~sandsof
people sick.

The casina say it is not the machine - the gambler is the prublem. But is there anyone who cttlled those
McDonald's patrons "problem mtm?"
In the words of M
e Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutas segment,
"Given the right circumstancas, a h & anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wiley Hame& executive director d t h e Oklahoma Association for ISobIm and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large nnmkr of Qass EI machines told The Tulsa World in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and mason shut down. The
hack of the brain lights up. They're literally not wgnbant that thev are spending more than they should."

Is there any member of Congresswho w t e d for the Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct of 1988 or a staff
member at the NZGC who beliews the intent d I G R A was to get "almostanyone hooked on slots"and to
put citizens "in a tmncelike state" so they law conb-oIof their spending?

There is nu question Conwanted a clear and major distinction between Class U and Class I11
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category becau.~they were palpably more
benign than the Class III fonns of gambling. Having slightly Merent technologid programming ofthe
machines d m nut fullEl1 the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRk Today, mart slot machine users
are hard-preyed to dktinguish the experience of using a CIas II slot machine and Class 111slot machine.
If a macyme looks like, sounds like, and feels like a dot machine in play, it should be mtegorizcd as a
Class 111 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player agaimt a computer.

But the NIGC mn eliminate the hairsplitting around Class TI slots and Class 1TI once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers d electronicgambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60 Minutes pmved, today's machlnw are not safe, no mattcr how the NIGC cla~sifitzthem.

John Crowe
Po Box 945
Fulshear Texas, 77441

PACT
Peapte Against a I=ar;lno Town

P.O. Box 978, Flor@rrce,OR 97439

February 9,2011

National Indian Gaming Commission

via email: reg.review@nrgc.gov

Re: Public Comment - Technrcal Standards for Class H Gambling Machines
I am president of PACT, m organization formed in 2003 to address the negative impacts of casinos on
communilies such as o m here on the Oregon coast.
On behalf dour organization. I ask the NIGC make an incmptib1e and ckar distinction between Class II
and Class Ill tribal gambling machines. as well as make the disrinction's primary focus to pmve these slot
machines do not cause harm to those who use them.

As I hope you are aware, all foms of electronic gambling machines, whether Class EI or Ckss m. have been
p v e n to cause harm to hundreds of thousands of Americans citizens each year. And yet they me still being
promoted to the public by pnvate and public gambling purveyors.
Even the huge conglomerate, McDonald's, understood the implications o f causing harm to their customers
when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes in 2008 after only a handful of customers were sickened by
salmonella poisoning. McDonald's did not claim that their food was h e , or there were just a few people
out there who could113"handle' the salmonella. They stepped up to the plate and remaved the me cause of
the problem the food. Sadly, hardly a blink occurs when casino interests offer the outrageous defense.
"It's the gambler's problem, not our m a c ~ e s . ' "

-

According to Wiley Hamell, (Oklahoma A~sOCittti~n
for Problem and Compulsive Gambling),
"Slot machines produce a trance-like state. People lose mck oftime and space. Logic and reason shut down.
The back of the bmin lights up. They're literally ncrt cognizant that they are spendmg more than they
should." (The Tulsa World, 2010)

It is highly unlikely that my member of Congress who voted for IGRA that the intent of that Act was to
allow machines which would put their users into "a tra~eIAestate" md lose control oftheir logic and
reasoning facilities.
It is also clear that Congress intended to create, and rnain@in,a clear distinction M e e n Class II and Class
XI gambling. Class I1 being less regulaPed because they were inherently less addictive and harmful, Class 111
being potentially more threatening to the well bbeing of its intended users.

If it Iwks like a duck, you should call it a duck. If a machine looks and perfoms its function like a Class III
slot machine, it should bc categorized as a Class I11 machine. The effects on the user of the machine should
be the guiding pncipal, not the technology inside the machine.
It may seem like an insurmountable task n rid the regulations ofthe eady manipulated distinctions between
Class JJ and Class 11. But it is not. I would request that the NTGC require the makers and purveyors of
gambling machines to FIRST prove they are safe for the intended end user.

Debby Todd
PACT President

To: National Indian Earning Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Macliines
Date: February 9,2m1

I mwriting to ask the National Tndian Gaming Commis$on to not only make a clear and
unmistahhle distinction between Class TI and Class IT1 tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machine,?are safe.
As the ~ c ~ ~ t - f ; p _ M j rseamcn
n t ~ s t re\ edml, all forms of eIexbnic gambling machines, regardless
of whether they are CLas I1 or Class In machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these m a c h i still being promoted to the public

without being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headfines when they stopped sewing sliced tomatoes
eumywhere in the mlmtry afker a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak af saImonella
poisoning. Yet
cattino interests are offering the public slot macfiiaes which aa one denies
are making hundreds of tlto~fi-ands
ofpeople sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the probIern. But is there anyone who d e d
thoL%McbmM's patrons 'problem eaters?"
1n the rvnrtls of mode Island Hospital's Dr. R o k t Breen who appeard on the 60 Minutaq
-

segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class I1 machina told The Tulsa World
in 2010:"Slotmachines produce a bame1ike state. People lose track of time and space. Isogic and
reason shut:down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not copbant that they are

spending more than they should."
Is there any membr of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIEC who believes the intent of IGRAwas to get "almostanyone hoaked on
slot.4' and to put citizens "in a tmncelike state"so they bse contml of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction ktween Class II and C h H
I
gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that category bewuse they were palpably
more benign than the Class 111 forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
progmnming of the machines does not fulfi11the intent of the IegisIators that crafted IGRA.
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the q m i e n c e of using a Class TI
slot machine and Clam IJJ slot machine.

If a machine looh like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categarimd
a9 a Class 111 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplittingaround Class ll slots and CIass III once and far all by
first forcing casino intwwk and the makers of electronic gambIing machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as do Minutes proved, today's machinesare not safe, no matter how
the N G C classifies them.

Sincerely,

Teresa Morgan

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards fnr Class II Gamblmg Machines
Dak: Fcrbruary q , 2011

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a d m and
unmistakable distinction W e e n C b ll and Class TI1 tribal gambling machines, but most
imporhmtly, make its primary f m to prove these slot machines are safe. Gamllling,
particularly problem/addi&ve gambling, has become a tremendous prohlcm in
Oklahoma, with our proliferation of Indian casinos over the last several years.
As the m n t ho M i r ~ ~scgrngn
t ~ s t reIcd. forms ofelectronic gambling machines, regardless
ofwhether they are Class I1 or Class I11 machines, have p
m to be severely Aamful for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public
without being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced iomatws
everywhere in the wuntry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundred? of thousands of people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who calIed
those McDonald's patrons "problem mI:ers?"
j.~~-tlic
wortis of Rhode Island HaqpitaE:sDr.Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Giventhe right circumskmccs, ahnost anyone a n get hooked on dots."

Wdey Hamell, executive director of the O h h o m a Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Clasq I T machines told Tile Tulsa World
in 2010: "Slot machines produce a tsancxfib state. People lose track of time and space. Lqjc and
reason shut down. The back of the brnin ligl~tsup. They're iiterally not cognirant that they are
spending more than they shou1d."
Is there any member of Cangrass who wted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staffmember at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on
slots"and to put citizens "in a trancelike statenso they bse oontrol of their spmdhg?
Them is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class 11 and Claw nI
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably
more benign than the Cbs.:111foms of gambling. Having slightly differeat techologid
programming of the machines daar not fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA.
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pmed to diiinmi41the experience of using a Class I1
slot machine and Cia% 111 slot machine.
If a machine 1mk.q like, m u d s like and feeLs like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
a s a Class 111 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II dots and CEass Ill once and for all by
frrst forcing casino interestsand the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not ,safe, no matter how
the NIGC classifis them.

Thank you for your consideration,
Rev. Dr. Kirt E. MoelIing
12104Western View Dr.
Oklahoma City, OK 73162
405-728-1692,
ihemoellings@wx.net

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class 11 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9, 2011
I am wMing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class It and Class Ill tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its primary
focus to prove these dat machines are safe.

As the Ecent 60 Minufes seqment revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of whether
they are Class II or Class Ill machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of thousands of
Americans. M y are these machines still being promoted to the public without being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped sewing sliced tomatoes everywhere in the
counfry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests
are offering the public slot machines which no one denies am makimg hundreds of thousands of people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "pmblem eaters?"
In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment, "Given
the right circumstances,almost anyone can get hooked on stots."

Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Asseciation for Problem and Compulsive Gambling and
working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told Rte Tulsa World in 2010: "Slot machines
produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut dawn. The back of the
brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff member
at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slots" and to put citizens "in
a trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class II and Class TIT gambling.
The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably more benign than the
Class Ill forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the machines does not fulf~ll
the intent of the legislators that crafled IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish
the experience of using a Class 11 slot machine and Class 111 slot machine.
If a machine !oaks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a Class Ill
gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player against a comprrter.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class 11 slots and Class Ill once and for all by first forcing
casino interests and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prove the machines ate safe. Because as
60 Minotes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter haw the NIGC classifies them.

Alan Griffrth
165 Lee Rd 246
Salem, AL 36874

alanlgriffdh@yahoo.com

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machinw
Date: February g, 2011

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class I1 and Class IIT tribal gambling machines,but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slnt machines are safe.

As the r e c ~ 60
~ ~Mfi r l 1 1 t ~SCCIIICF8
all forms of elecbnic gambling machines, regardless
of whether they are Class I1 or Class In machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds of thousands ofhericans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public
without being proven they are ,safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlinw when t h q stopped serving sliced
tomatoes e v m p h m e in She country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of
sahoneila poisoning. Yet trfbal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no
one denies are rnakiig hundreds of thousands ofpeople sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald's patmns "problem eaters?"
1 n the 1t-ord5of Rhode island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared an the 60
Minuhs segment, "Giventhe e h t circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

Wiley Hamell, executive director of the Oklahoma hsociation for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class 11 machines told The Tulsa
World in 2010: "Slotmachimes produce a tranmlike state. People lose track of time and space.
hgic and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're IiteralIy not cogni7ant that
they are spending more than t h y should."
Is there any member of Congress who w t d for the Indian Gaming Requlntol?. Act of1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who believes the intent ofTGRA was to get 'almost anyone hooked on
slotsn and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they Ime control of their spending?

There is no quadon Conwanted a clear and major distinction between Clars B and Class ln
gambling. The lass regulated Class I1 games were in that category bemusethey WE.
palpably
more benign than €he Class 111forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
propmming of the machines does not fulfill the intent ofthe Iegislators that crafted IGRA.
Tcda?: most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the ~xpericnceof using a Class Il
slot machine and Class III slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds Eke, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be e a W r i 7 d
as a Class IlI gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a wmpukr.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class IE slots and C h 111once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. b u s e as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how
the NIGC classiks them.

Thank you,

Card Zepp
Stop Predatory Gambling

To: Niltianal Indian Gaming Commission

Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class ll Gambhg Machines
Date: Febnmry 4,201 1

I am writing to ask Zhe National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction b e h e m Class I1 and Class Ill tribal gambling machines, hut most importantly, make its primary
focus to prove these slot machines me safe.
As Ihe ~c~y.nlf;OJf j y r t~y ~ e ~ m e ' revealea
nt
all forms of electrwic gambling machines, regardless of
whet he^ they are Class I1 or Class HI machines, b e p~mento be severely h m f d for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public witbut being proven
they are safe7
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes e v e y h e r e in the
country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet trib~lcasino
intemts ttre offering the public slot machmcs which no one denies are malung hun&edd~
o f f h a n d s of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there myone who called those
McDonaId's patrons 'problem eaters?"
I n ~ e ~ > pofpRhode
l ~ TsIand Hospital's Dr. Robmt Breen who a p e d on the 60Minutes segment,
'Y3iven the right circumstances, almost anyme can get hooked on slots."
WZey Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines toEd T h e Tulsa World in 201 0: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose mck of time and space. Logic and reason shut down The
back of the brain lights up. Thq're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than t h q should."

Is there any member of Congress who vokd for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the NiGC who beliwes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slots" and to
put citizens "ina trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending'?
There is no queshon Congress wanted a clear md major distinction between Class 11 and Class III
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were m that category because they were pdpably more b m @ ~
&an the Class IlI forms of gambling. Having slightly different technulogical propmming of the machines
does not fuKiII the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA Today, most slot machine users are hardpressed to distinguishthe experience of using a Class II slot machine and Class ILI slot machine.
If a machhe looks like, wmds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorizedas a
Class UZ gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the tech01ogy inside the machine pits player
against player rather than pIayer against a computer.
But the MGC can eliminate the haimplitting a m d Class I1 slots and Class Ill once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambhg machines to prove the machines rue safe.
Recause as 60Minwtes proved, today's machines are not safe, no m t k r how the MGC classifies h r n .

Lee Cheek
PO Box 666
South Bgremont, MA 01258
413-528-6489
lee.cheek@yahoa.com

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regardig T e c h i d Standards for Class fl Gambling Machines
Date: February g, 2011

I a m writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Corndssion to not onIy make a clear and
unmistakabledistinction between Class I1 and Class In mial gamblimg machines, but most
importantly, make its primarp focns to prwe t h m slut machines are safe.

As the r_c~_e_nt-h~Mj.nr~tes
seq-menI re~ealcd,all h m of electronic gambling machines, regdI~ess
ofwhether they are Class I1 or Class 111machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public
without beiig proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped saving sliced tomatoe
everywhere in rhs mwltry after a handful of customers got sick in, an o u t b d of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which ao one denies
are making hundreds of thousands of people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who d a d
thaw McDonald'spatrons 'problem eaters?"

In_th.r3>.&
of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr.Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone cazr get hooked on slots."

Wlley H m l I , executive director ofthe Oklahoma Asmiation for h b 1 e m and CompnIsive
Crambling and working in a state with a hrge number of Class II machines told The Tu7.w World
in 2010: "Slotmachines produce a trancelike siate. People lase track of time and space. Logic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally nat copEzant that they are
spending more than they should."

Is there any member ofCongress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NTGC who believes the intent of I G M was to get "almostanyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens *in a trancelike date" so they lose contml of their .rpenckg?

Deborah A Knott, M.S.
8801 RoyaI Ridge Lane
laurel MD 20708

To: Rational fndian Gamfng Commission
Re: Public Comment RegardingfechnicalStandards for Class !I Gambllng Machines
Date: February 9.2011

I am writing to ask the National lndian Gaming Commission te not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class ill tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus t o prove these slot machines are safe.

As the recent 60 Mjnotes segment revealed, all fonns of electronic gambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Qass II or Class Ill machines, have proven to be severely harmful
for hundreds of tthetlsands of Americans. Why are these machines still belng promoted to the
public without being proven they are safe?

tn 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sficed tomatoes
everywhere in the country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonetla
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thousands of people sick.
The casinos say it is nor the machine - t h e gambler R the problem. But is there anyone who
tailed those McDonald's patrons mproblemeaters?"

In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wiley Hatwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa World
in 2010 'Slot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic
and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. Theyke literally not cognizant that they
are spending more than they should,"
Is there any member af Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who believes the intent of lGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked
on slotsJ' and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?

There Is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class If and Cfass
I11 gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that category because they were
palpably more benign than the CIass Ill forms of gambling. Having slightly different
tecknologlcal programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that

crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the exper'lence of
using a Class II slot machine and Class Ill slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class Ill gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and Class Ill once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, todafs machines are not safe, no matter
how the NlGC classifies them.
Thank you for your attention to this serious issue.

Sincerely,

Deborah A Knott, M.5,
8801 Royal Ridge Lane
Laurel MD 20708
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Telephone Number: 361-483-3262
E-mail address:
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To: National h&an Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class 11Gambling Machines
Date: February g, 2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Gommision to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction M e e n Class I1 and Class IT1 tribal gamblhg machines, but most importantly, make its
primary f m s to prove these slot machines are safe.

As the r e w t 60 1Wi7111tcs-se~g1~ent
re\-eald, all forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class I1 or Class III machines, have proven to l
xseverely harmful for hundreds of
thousandsof Americans. Why are these machines still Mng promoted to the public without being p
they are safe?

m

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlineswhen they stopped serving sliced tomatoes e u w h e r e in
the country after a handful of customers got sick in an atbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering inge public slat machineswhich no one denies are making hundreds of thous& of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In t 11- .e words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Ereen who appeared on the 60M i m e s segment,
-"Giventhe right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

Wdey HamlI, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class 11 machines told TIze Tulsa World in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up,They" literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
I s there any member of Congress who vmed for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988or a staff
member at the NIGC who believes the intent of XGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slots" and to
put ci'tizens "in a trancelike *aten so they lose contml dth&spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction betwen Class II and Class 111
gambling. The less regulated Class 11games were in that category because they were palpably more
benign than the Class I Ii forms of gambling. Having slightly different technolo@calprogramming of the
machines d w nat fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA. Tday, most slot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class I I slot machine and Class P 11slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it s h d d l
xcatego&& as a
Class 111 gambling machine,regardless of whether or not the technologyinside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the h a b p 1 ' i g around Class I1 dots and Class III once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of electrunicgambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60Mmufesproved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Lang
3460 Via Amez,
Lompoc, CA 93436

Phone: 805-733-2300
e-mail : eclan@@verizon.net

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Corn ment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class XI Gambling Machines
D a t e February 9,2011

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class I1 and Class 111tribal gambling machines,btlt most imprtantIy, make its
primay f m s to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 6~ Minutes segment revealed, all krm$of el-nic
gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class II or Class 111 machines, have proven to be severeiy harmful for hundreds of
thousands o f h a i c a n s . Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being prom
they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped sewing sliced tomatoes everywhere in
the corntry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella pobning .Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slot machineswhich no one denies are makmg h~indred~
of tJzousands of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine -the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60Mhxtes segment,
"Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slats."
Wiley Hamell, executive &rector of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsiw Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class El machines told The a k a World in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They" literally not cognizantthat they are spending more than they shouId."
1s there my member of Congress who voted hr the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get 'hlmost anyone hooked on slots"and to
put citizens "ina trancelike state" so they Iose mnmI of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinctionbetween Class I1 and CIass III
gambling. T h e less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were paIpably more
benign than the Class I11 forms of gambling. Having slightly differenttechnological programming of the
machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRPI. Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class 11 slot machine and Class IIT slot machine.

If a machine lmks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a
Class 111gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the t ~ o l o g inside
y
the machine pits player
against player rather than player againH a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and Class 111mce and for d by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of e I m n i c gambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60 Minutes p&,
today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.

To:Natiod Indian Gaming Cammission
Re: Public Comment Regding Techruml Standardsfor Class IT Gambling Machines
Date: Febuafy 9, 20 11
I am writing to ask the National Man Gaming Gomission to nat only make a c l m and ~nunimhbledistinction
between Class Il and Class Ill tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its primmy focus to prove
these slot rnachnes are safe.
As the rcccnt 60 MEnlilcs segment m-elled, alE form of demonic gambling machines, regardless of whether they
are Class IT or Class Ill machmes, have pmven to be severely h&l
for hundreds of thousands of h e r i m . Why
am these machines still h n g promoted to the public a
being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving s l i d tomatoes wwywhew in the corntry
after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests me offering
thc public slot machines which no one denies are m
a
w htnrdvtds offhousarrdsof people sick
The minos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who caIled those McDonald's
patrons "problemeaters?"
!~>cJF_o~~s

of Mode Island Hospital's Dr.Robert B m n who appeared on the 60Mnufes segment, "Giventhe

light circummces, almost myone can get hooked on slots."

W i l q Harwell, executive director uf the Oldahma Association for Problem and Compuisi= Gambling an8
worldng in a state with a large mmber of Class II machines told The TuIsn World in 2010: "Slotmachines produce a
tmcelikc state. People lose .track af time and space, Loge and rcasotl shut down. The back of the brain lights up.
They're literally not wpnimnt that they are spending more than they should"

Is there my mrmber of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of I988 or a Sfaff member at the
NIGC who believes the lntent of IGRA was to get "almost amyune hooked on slots"and to put citizens "ina
tmmlike state'" they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a dear and major distinctionbetween Class JJ and Class III gambling. The
category bemuse they were palpably more benign than the Qass Ki forms
less regulated Class ll games were in
of gambling. Having slrghtly dflerent technological programming of the machines does not SELEfill the intent ofthe
legslators that crafted 1 G U Today, most slot mchinc usm are Mipressed to distinguish the expience of using
a Class Il slot machine and Class lTI slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it shouTd be ategorizd as a Class III
gambling machine, regarclless of whether or not the technolog inside the machme pits play+eragain9 player rather
than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hrsplirting m d Ciass II slats and Class Ill once and for all by fmtforcing
c a s h intamis and the makers of electronicgamblingm&a to prove the m a c h e s are safe. Because as 60
Mtnutes proved, loday's maches are na are, no matter how the NIGC classiiies them.

Mailing Address:
Stop Predatory Gambling
100 Maryland Ave NE
Room 3 10
Washington, DC 20002
US
Contact Name: mail@ stopredato~~amblin~.or~
Tdephone Number: (202) 567-6996

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment RegaFding Technical Standards for Class 11 Gambling Machines
1 am asking the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class If and Ctass III Mbal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its primary
focus to prove these slot machines are safe.

As the recent 60 Minufes segment revealed, aA foms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class II or Class Ill machines, have proven to be severely hamful for hundreds of
thousands of Arnelicans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being proven
they are safe?
The casinos say it is not the machine -the gambler is Be problem . However, I unde-nd
that ttre
machines are made to be seductive and to ensnare the gambler by enduing a trancelike state, In the
words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared an the 60 Minutes segment, 'Given the
right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

if a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play then it 4s a slot machine and it
should be categorized as a Class 111 gambling machine, regardless of whether ar not the technology
inside the machine pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting amund Class ll slots and Class ill once and for all by first
foncing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60 EAinufes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NlGC classifies them.

Sincerely,
Sarah Ann M. Donnelly

Mailing Address:
9 Steele Ave.
Annapolis, MD 21401
Contact Name: sadonnelly@aol.com
Telephone Number: 410-263-2861

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards fur CIass I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
Stop Predatory Gambling New Mexim requests that the National Indian Gaming Commission follow the
initial retornmendations of NSIGC chairman, Phil Hogan, when he proposed to establish a bright line
h e e n Class 11 and Class I11 gaming machines.
It is obvious that Congress outlined a clear and majw distinctionbemeen Class II and Class IIZ gambling.
Congress wanted to allow the trjbes to offer fairly benign foms of gambling witho~itstate regulation or
interference,but wanted the states to have control over the more addictive forms of gambling in the state,
and by projection, in tribal gaming cornpa&.
didn't draw up the distinction to see how Clever
and dewitful computer programmers could be in violating the spirit and the law in the Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act of 1988. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed tu distinguish the experience of
using a Class II slat machine and Class I11 slot machine
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feelslike a slot machine in play, it should k ategorinxl as a
Class 111 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technolow inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a mmputer.

Please comply with the spirit and the word ofthe Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct and make m a i n that
Class I1 gaming is separate, distinct and much less hamfuI than Class III gaming.

Dr.Guy C. Clark, chairman
Stop Predatory Gambling New Mexico

To: National Idtan Gaming Cmrnmisdon
Re: Public Comment RegardingTechniwl Standards for Class 1E Gambling Machines
Date: February IQ, 2511

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission not only to make a dear and unmistakable distinction
between Class I1and Class Illtribal gambling machines, but most importantly t o make its primary focus to ascertain
whether these slot machines are even safe fw use.
As the recent 60 Minutes segment revealed, all foms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of whether they
are Class 11 or Class Ill machines, have prwen to be severely harmful for hundreds of thousands of Americans, Why
are these machines still being promoted to the public without their safetfs having been proven?

In 2008, McDonald" made natlonal headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes everywhen in ?he
country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are
offering the public slot machines which no one denier are making hundreds of thousands ofpeople sick.

-

The casinos say it is not the machine the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In the words of Rhode Island Mospital"~Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment, "Given the
rEght circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots.'"

Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and CampulsFve Gambling and working
in a state with a large number of Class H machines told TAe Tulsa World in 2010 "Slot machines produce a
trancelike state, People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up.
They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should.'"

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff m e m h r a t the
NltC who believes the intent of E R A was to get "almost anyone hooked on slots" and t o put citizens "in a
trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class II and Class Ill gambling. The
less regulated Class II games were in that category because they were palpably more benign than the Class 111
forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent
of the legislators that crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressedt o distingubh the experience
of using a Class II slot machine and Class I11 slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a Class HI
gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the ttzchntriogy inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player against a computer.

But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class !I slats and Class Ill once and for afl by first forcing casino
interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe, ifindeed they can.
Because, as 60 Minutes showed, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.
Regards,
David Franklin
1135 BFD Road
Lineville, AL 36266
205-981-5573
david.f@afo.net

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re:Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February lO,20 1 1
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class XI and Class tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to p v e these dot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes segment revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines,
regardIess of whether they are Class I1 or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmful
for hundrds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the
public without being proven they are safe?

Ln 2008, McDonald's made national hedines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes
everywhere in the country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tibal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thowmds ofpeople sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambIer is the problem. But is there anyone who
called those McDonald's patrons "problemeaters?"

Pn the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Giventhe right .cirmstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class Il machines told The Tulsa World
in 2010: "Slotmachines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic
and reason shut dam. The back of the brain Iights up. They're literally not cognizant that they
are spending more than they should.'"

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Replatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who beIieves the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
s10ts'' and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so Ithey lose control of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class ]Iand Class
111gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that categwy because they were
palpably more benign thm the Class Jll forms of gambling. Having slightly different
technological programming of the machines does not hlfill the intent of the legislators that
wafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of
using a Class IT slot machine and Class ITI slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feeIs like a slot machine in play, it should be
categorized as a Class I l l gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside
the machine pits player against playa rather than player against a computer.

But the MGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and Class III once and for all
by first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how
the NGC classifies them.

Thank you for your time, and I pray that the Commission will make the right choice when
classifying these machines.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Corddl

Date:

February 9,

2011

1 am writing to a s k t h e National Indian Eamlng Commission to n o t

only

make a

clear and unmistakable distinction between Class I1 and Class 111 tribai
gambling machines, but most importantly, make its primary focus to prove
these slot machines are safe.

Rs t h e recent 60 Minure8 seqment revealed
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q a m b l i n g machines, regardlens of w h e t h e r t h e y a r e C l a s s IX or Class X f J
machines, have proven to be s e v e r e l y harmful for hundreds o f t h o u s a n d s o f
Americans. Why a r e t h e s e r n a c h ~ n e ss t i l l being promoted to the public w i t h o u t
b e i n g proven they are safe?

In 2009, M c D o n a l d ' s made national headlines when they stopped s e r v i n g sliced
t o m a t o e s everywhere i n the country a f t e r a h a n d f u l o f c u s t o m e r s got s i c k i n
an o u t b r e a k of salmonella p o i s o n i n g . Yet tribal casino j n t e r e s t s are
o f f e r i n g the public slot r n a c h i n ~ sw h l c h no one d e n i e s are m a k i n g hundreds of
thousands of people sick.

-

T h s casinos s a y it is n o t the machine
the gambler i s t h e problem. B u t i s
t h e r e a n y o n e who called those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?*'
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of Rhode Island
Hospital's Dr. Robsrt Breen who appeared on t h e 60 M l n u t e s segment, HGiven
t h e rlg1lt clrcurmtences, dlrnost anyone c d n g e t hooked on s l b t s . "
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W f l e y Hatwell, executive d i r e c t o r of t h e Oklahoma Association f o r Prohlem
and Compulsive G a r r h l i n q a n d w o r k i n q i n a state with a l a r g e number of Class
II machines tcld The T u l s a World i n 2010: "Slot machines produce a
trancelike s t a t e . People lose track of tine a n d s p a c e . L o g i c and reason s h u t
down. The b a c k of the brain llghrs up. They're literally not cognizant that
they ace spendinq more than they should.''

Is there any member of Congress who voted for t h e I n d i a n Gaming Regulatory
A c t of 1988 or a staff member a t the NIGC who believes the intent of I G R A

w a s to q e t "almost anyone hooked on sloTs" and to p u t c i t i z e n s " ~ na
trancelike state" s o t h e y l o s e control of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and m a j o r d i s t i n c t i o n between
C l a s s TI and Class I11 gambling. The less r e g u l a t e d Class I1 games were i n
t h a t category because t h e y were palpably more benign than the Class T I T
f ~ r m sof qambling. Having slightly d i f f e r e n t t e c h n o l o g i c a l p r o g r a m i n g o f
t h e machines does not fulfill the i n t . e n t of the legislators t h a t c r a f t e d
IGRA. Today, most- s l o t machine u s e r s a r e hard-pressed to d i s t i n g u i s h t h e
experience of uslnq a Class I1 slot m a c h i n e and Class 111 slot machine.

If a m a c h i n e looks like, sounds l i k e , and f e e l s like a slot machine i n p l a y ,
ft s h o u l d be caregorized as a Class I11 gambling machine, regardless of
whether or not t h e technology i n s i d e t h e machine pits p l a y e r a g a i n s t p l a y e r
r a t h e r than player against a computer.

But the N I G C can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class I3 s l o t s and Class
I I I once and fnr all by first f o r c i n g casino i n t e r e s t s and the makers of
E l e c t r o n i c gambling m a c h l n e s to prove t h e machines are safe. Recause a s 60
M i n u t e s proved, today's m a c h l n e s are n o t safe, no m a t t e r how t h e NIGC
d a s s i f i e s them.

Sincerely,
Llnda Cordell
4 6 4 County Road 5 6
Clopton, h U 36317
334-585-3809
Icordcll@hcnryschoo1~.orq

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the Nal%malIndian Gaming Commission to not only make a dear and unmistakable
distinction between Class I1 and Class I11 tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to p m these slot machines are safe.
As the pcent 60 TvT~r~tes-segment
re\ e a l d , a11forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of

whether they are Class I1 or Class IIT machines, have proven tobe severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these wahines still being promoted to the public without king pmven
they are safe?
In 2008,McDonald's made national headlineswhen they stopped serving s l i d tomatoes m r y w h m in
the m~mtryafter a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonelIa poisoning.Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making hundred$ of thousmdc of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - b e gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who d e d those
McDonald's patrons '"problem eaters?"
I.n-the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr.Robert B e n who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment,
"Giventhe right citrmmmces, almost anyone can get hooked on slots.'"

Wiley Hawell, executive d i m r ofthe Oklahoma Assmiation for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class 11 machinestold The Tulsa WmId in 2010: "Slat
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they shouId.'"

Is there any m e n h r of Congress who voted br the 1ndian Gaming Regulatory k
tof 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get 'kalmst anyone hooked on slots"and to
put citizens "in a tmnceIike state" so they lose control oftheir spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinctionbetween Class 11and Class I11
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably more
benign than the Class r 11forms of gambling. Having slightly differenttechnological programming of the
machines d w s not fulfill the intent af the legislators that crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class 11slat machine and Class I11 slat machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a
Class I11 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hakqlitting around C l a s I1 slots and Class III once and for all by first
forcing casino intecests and the makers of elemnic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe.

Because sea 60Minutes proved, tday's machines are not safe, no matter hmthe NIGC cIassifies them.
Sincerely Yours,

Phil M. B o y h
585 Lakeview Wd
Drive
Mobile, Alabama 36595
(2511644-4846
Ernail: pastor-phil@!ycos.com

February 9,2011
National Indian gamin^: Commission
reg.review@ nigc.gov

Seven years ago, in a May 9, 2004 New York Times article, "The Tug of the Newfangled Slot
Machines", Gary Rivlin alerted us to the ability of slot machines to hook deeply into a player's
cerebral cortex. I t is based on a phenomenon behavioral scientists call inFrequent: random
reinforcement, or "intermittent reward."
According to Howard Schaffer, director of Harvard Medical School's division on additions, the hook
is designed to ensnare the older crowd, primarily women over 55 with lots of time and disposable
Income. "That hard-wiring that nature gave us didn't anticipate electronic gaming devices.'" Nancy
Petry, a professor of psychiatry at the University of Connecticut SchooI of Medicine points out, "The
slot machine is brilliantly designed from a behavioral psychology perspective... No other form of
gambling manipulates the human mind as beautifully as these machines." Perhaps that is why these
slots are called "the crack cocaine of gambling."

There is evidence suggesting that slot players self-destruct much faster when the machine is
computer driven and video based. Petry says that, in particular, women "tend t o experience this
telescoping phenomenon."
As Rlvlin notes, ''The once-familiar one-armed bandit with its three reels spinnhg behind a pane of
glass and mechanically click-click-clickinginto position with each pull of a lwer" is a thing of the
past. The new, computerized video slot, says Schaffer, "is faster than the mechanical form, [and
therefore] holds the potential to behave in the fashion of psychostimuIants, like cocaine or
amphetamines." They are no longer the classic, Class 11 gambling devises.

Since Rivlin wrote his article seven years ago, these e2ectronic psycho-stimulants have grown
exponentially in number and location. The economic and psychological harm to players and
resulting social harm to families and communities has grown as weL
Rivlin's seven year old article presents a frightening cautionary tde that is more timely than ever.
As long as the charade is maintained that these increasingly sophisticated computer-based siot
machines are Class I1 gambling devises, the National Indian Gaming Commission should set
Technical Standards that ensure their narcotic affect on players is blocked.

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: PuMic Comment Regarding Technical Slandards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class I1 and Class XI1 tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make i t s primary facus tu prove these slat machines are safe.
As the mest ho Mir~~ltes
segment revealed, all forms of elmbmnic gambting machines, regardless
of whether they are Class II or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds of thousands of h e t i c a n s . Why are these machines d I being promoted to the publtc
without being proven they are safe?

En 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced torn&mmywhere in the countmj after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning.Yet tribal casino interns are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making h~mdreds
of dunrsands of people sick.
The casinos say it is nut the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who &Id
thaw McDonald's patrons '"pHem eaters?"
Ln_them~$sof Rhde Island Hospital's Dr.Robst: Breen who a p p e a d an the 60 Min~es
segment, "Giventhe dght circumstances, almost myone can get hooked on slats."

Wdey Hawell, executive War of the Oklahoma A d a t i o n for Problem and Compulsive
G a m b l i i and working in a state wiZfi a large number of Class I1 machines told The Tuka W r l d
in 2010: "Slot machines prsduce a trancelike state. People lose mck of time and space. Logic and
reason shut down. The back ofthe bain lights up. They're literally not cognizantthat they are
spending mom than they should-"

Isthere any member of Congress who voted k r the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988or a
staff member at the NIGC who betievesthe intent of lGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
dots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose wntrul of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class I1 and Class 111
gambling. The less regulated Class 11 games were in that category b u s e they were palpably
more benign than the Class 111 forms of gambIing. Having slightly different techn01ogical
programming of the machines d o e not fulfill the intent of the Iegislatorsthat crafted IGRA
Tday, rnmk slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class I1
slot machine and Class III slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class TI I gambling machine, regadless of whether or not the r echo logy inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the W I N can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class I1 slots and Class 111 once and for nll by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machin- to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minute? proved, today's machines are not sde, no matter how
the NTGC dassifiesthem.

Sincerely,
Katie Beecher
385 Main S t
Old Saybrook, CT 06475

To: National Indian Gaming Commission

Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class IE Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,201 1
I am d i n g to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class JI and Class 111tribal gambling machines, but
most importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe. Many
studies have shown, and 60 Minutes recently reported that slot machines me addictive
and dangerous.

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class It and
Class E
l gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that categov because they
were palpably more benign than the Class I l l forms of gambling. Having slightly
different technological programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the
legislators that crafted IGTCA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to
distinguish the experience of using a Class IJ slot machine and Class XJI slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be
categorized as a Class IU gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology
inside the machine pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class 'IIslots and Class once and
for all by first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to
prove the machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today' s machines are not
safe, no matter how the NlGC classifies them.
Sincerely,

Patricia Jehlen
State Senator

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 10,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission ro not on& make a clear and unmistakable
distinction betwen Class El and Class I1I tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the ~ec~t-6opMMiir!~~t~s_se~~_ent
revealed, all f

o m of electronic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class I1 or Class III machines, have proven to hseverely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still king promoted to the public without being pmwn
they are safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they slopped serving sliced tomatoes eueryruhm in
the country after a handfiil of customers got sick in an outbreak of sahonelEa poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering t h e public slot machines which no one denies are makxng hundrerk ofthe~~smds
qf
pople sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine -the. gambler is the problem. But is them anyone who called those
McDonald'spawns "problem eaters?"
In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Ereen who appeared an the 60~Win1ltes
segment,
"Given the sight circumstances, almost anyone can get hookd on slots."

Wdey Harwelll, executive dhwbr ofthe Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and wrking in a state with a large number of Class 11 machines told The T u k ~
World in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic anil r e a m shut d m . The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should'"

Is there any rnembr of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming RegulatotyAct of 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on slats" and to
put citizens "h a trancelike state" so they lose mntrol oftheir spending?
There i s no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Clm II and Class 111
gambling. The Jess regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they \yere paIpably more
benign than the Class I11 forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the
machines does not fulfill the intent af the legislators that crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pres,d to distinguish the experience of using a Class I1 slot machine and Class I11 slat machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot rnachine in play>it should be categorized as a
Class I I I gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technologyinside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a mmputer.

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class 11slots and Class I11 once and fur all by first
forcing casino interns and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60Minutes proved, t&$s machines are not safe, no matter hav the NTGC classifies them.

Mailing Address:
Stop Predatory Gambling
100 Maryland Ave NE
Room 310
Washington, WC 20002
US

Contact Name: m a i ~ @ s t o p p r e d a t o y ~ a r n b l i n ~ g
Telephone Number: (202) 5 67-6996

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Fublic Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machine
February ro, 2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commissionto not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class 11 and Class I11 tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slat machines are safe.
As the recent 6o Minutes segment revealed, all form af e I m n i c gambling machines, regardless
of whether they are Class I1 or CIass III machines, have proven to be severely h-I
for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted ta the public

without being pcoven they are safe?
In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving s l i d tomatoes
meryulhm in the lrnmtry after a handful of customers got: sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thmands of people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - t h e gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald's patrons "problemeaters?"
In the words of Rhde Island Hospital's Dr.Robert B m n who appearedon the bo Minutes
Wrnent, "Given the right circumstances, almost: anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Asmiation for Problem and Compulsirve
Gambling and working in a st ate w i a large
~
number of Class I1 machines tdd The Tulsa World

in 2010: "Slot machines produce a trancelike state.People lose track of time and space. h g i c and
reason shut down. The back ofthe brain lights up. Th@re literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Conwho voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NlGC who beliwes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots"and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There is no quhotion Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class TI and Class 111
gambling. The less regdated Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably
more bebenign than the Class III forms of gambling. Having slightly different techoEogica1
programming of the machines does nut fulfill the intent of the legislatorsthat crafied IGRA.
Tday, most slot machine users are hard-pressedto distinguish the experience of using a Class I1
slot machine and Class 11I slot machine.
If a machine looks Eke, soundslike, and feels I& a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class IT1 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the twhnoIog?rinside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a mrnpubr.

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slats and Class III once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's madlines are not safe, no matter how
the NIGC classifiesthem.
Sincerely,
ErnmaLadd Shepherd
4 Carpenter Rd.
Monson, MA 01057

11434 Grey Colt Lane
North Potmac, Maryland 20878
February 9: 20 1i

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re:Public Comment Regarding Technical Standard for Class TI Gambling
Maohiues
Date: February 9, 201 1
1am WTj.ting to ask t
J
xNational. Indian Gaming Comxn.issionto not only
make a clear and unmistakable distinction betmreeu Class TI and Class 111
tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its primary focus to
prove these slot machines are safe.

As the recent 60 M i ~ n t ascgmmt revealed, all forms o f electronic gambling
machines, regardless of whethex thcy are Class I1 or Class 11machines, have
proven to be severdy harmfit for hundreds of thousmds of Americans. Why
are these rn achines std I being promoted to the pub f ic without being pravm
they are safc?

h~2008, McDonald's made national headlines whm they stopped swing
sliced tomatoes swvwhere in the C O M P ~ @after a handful of customers got
sick in the outbreak o f salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino jntaests are
offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making hundreds
crfthousands of peopk sick
The casinos say it i s not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is
them anyone who called those McDonaldvs patmns "problem eaters?"

En the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Brem who appeared on
the 60 Mhufc7s segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can
get hooked on slots."
Wjley Rarwell, executive director of the OWaSrmna Association fm Problem
and Compulsive: Gambling atld working in a state with a large number af
Class 11.machines t ~ l d;TTzc Tulsa WQPJY
in 2010: "Slot machkes produce a
trmcelikc state, People lase track of time m d space. Logic and reason are
shut down. The back ofthe brain lights up. They are literally not cognir~nt
that they are spending more than they should."

WEXCHERT TITLE

1s there any member of Congress who voted for tlze Indian Gaming
Rcgralatory Act ohF19% or a staffrnmbcr at the MGC who believes the
intent of I G U was to gct "aTmost anyone hooked on slots'%d to put
citizens "in a trancelike state'" so they lose control of their spending?

Them is no question Congress wanted a clwr and major distinction between,
Class I1 and Class 111gambling. The less regulated CIass 11games wcre in
that category because they were palpably more benip than the Class TI1
forms of gambling. Havjrag slightly different tee hnological programming of
the machine does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted TGRA.
Today, most slot machine u s m are hard-prcsscd to distinguish the
experience of using a Class XI slot machine and Cfass II I slot macl~ine.
If a machine looks like, sounds Iikc, and feeh like a slot machine in play, it
should be categorized rn a Class TI1 gambling machine, regardless of
whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player ;against a computer.

But:the NIGC can eliminate fie hairsplibing wound Class Il and Class li1
oncc md for all by first forcing casino interests and the makern of elechanic
gambling machines to pruve that the machines are safe. Because as 60
Minutes pr~vecl,today 'S m~cbjneeam not safe, no matter how tl>tN IGC
classifies them.

Ms. Jessie A. Powell
9 Akinbae Rd.
Middtebom, MA 02347

ernail: ffjp49@yaho.com
(508)94-6-976
1
February 9,2011
To: National lndian Gaming Commission

re~.reviav@nkc~~ov
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class 11 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,20.tl

I am wrftmg to ask the National lndian Gamhg Commission to n d only make a cbar and unmistakable
distinction between Class H and Class II t tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its primary bus
to prove these slot rnachlnes are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes senment revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machinas, regardless of whether
they are Class t I or Ctass IIE machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of thousands of
Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being proven they are &?

In 2008,McDonakl's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes everywhere in the
country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino inter&%
are offering the pubficslot machines which no one denies are making hunclreds of thousands of people sick.

-

The casinos say it is not the machine the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons 'problem eaters?'
In the wards of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robwt Breen who appated on the 60 Minutes segment, "Giventhe
tight circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

Wiley Hawelf, executive director of Ute Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling and
working in a state with a iarge number of Class H machines told The Tulsa World in 2010:"Slot machines
produce a twncelrke state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The back of tlte
h i n lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they shwld.'!

Is there any member of Congress who voted for tk Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of i988 or a st* member at
the NlGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slotsuand fo put citizens "in a
trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class 11 and Qass I11 gambling.
The less regulated Class ll games were in that mtegory because they were palpably more benign than the Class
I11 forms of gambling. Having slightly dfifent .technological programming of the machines does not fulfin the
intent of the legislatom that craffed IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the
experience ofusing a Class il slot machine and Ctass 111 slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels liken slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a Class 111
gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player against a computer.

But the N1GC can eliminate the hairspring around Class II slots and Cbss Ill once and for all by first fofcing
casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to grove the machines are safe. Because as 60
Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NlGC classifies them.

Tor National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
Yes, the below is a form Ietter, and yau will probably receive a number of these. Up here in M~assachusertswe're fighting
like hell to stop casinos, not only because of the addiction and financial msts that result, but also because of the economic
negative impact on the state aid to cities and towns. If the Class TI distinction remains in df&, the proponents could
shove through legislation allowing the 'lesseraf two evils", which as the information below demonstrates, them is no such
thing.

Please eliminatethe Class I1 distinction, and make them all Class 111.

E am writing tu ask the National Indian Gaming Commission ta not only make a clear and unmistakable distinction
between Class IT and Class IZI tribaE gambling machines, but most: importantly, make its primary fmus to prove these slat
machines are safe.
As t h e recent &I Min_llt_~?;~~-ser:ment
reveaI1e_r?,a11forms of elettmnic gambling machines, regardless of whether they are
C l s I1 or Class 111 machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these
machines still being pmmoted to the public without Mng proven they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made nationa1 headlines when they stopped serving s l i d tomatoes eveqwhere in the mcluntry after
a handful ofcustomers gat sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino interestsare offering t h e public
slot machines which no one denies are making huclrrecls of fhousandsof people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. Bur:is there anyone who called those McDonald's
patrons "problem eaters?"
In thewords of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Ereen who appeared on the 60Minufes segment, "Given the right
circumstanoes, almost anyone can get hooked on slats."

Wiley Harwell, executive director ofthe Oklahoma Assmiation for Problem and Cornpu7sive Gambling and working in a
srate with a large number of Class II machines told The REsn World in 2010:"'Slot machines produce a ?mncelikestate.
People lose track oftime and space. Logic and wason shut down. The back d the brain lights up. Thtsy're literally not
cognizant that they are spending more than they should."

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff member at the MGC
who k l i e ~ ethe
s inzent ofIGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on sluts"and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so
the lose mrrkrol Of their spending?
There is no question Conpss wanted a clear and major distinction between Class II and Ciass I11 gambling. The less
regulated Class IT garaes were in that category becausethey were palpably more benign than the Class IT I forms of
gambling. Having slightly diffewnt technologicaI programming of the machines d m not fulfill the intent of the legislators
that crafted IGRA.Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class 11 slot
machine and Class 111slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slut machine in play, it should be categorized as a Class I11 gambling
machine, regardless ofwhether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player rather than player
against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around CIass I1 slots and Class I11 once and for all by first forcing casino
interests and the makers of el-nic
gambling machines to prove the machines are safe. Btxause as 60 Minutes proved,
today's rnachjnes are riot safe, no matter how the NIGC dassifies thew.

Sherman Everhart
Apt E
Middleborough, MA 02346
(508) 946 3568
eseiii547@yahoe.com

2 Adams Cir

Pat OO'!33ien

R: CO. LLC .

Real esfufe Brokerage
fichmges

P O.BOX 20625, Albuquerque, N.M. 87 154

(505) 823-2877
Toll-free Fax 1 (866) 23 1 -8782

E-mail: pnhrie~@~r)vc~.
corn
To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission t~ not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class JI and Class I11 tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to pmve these slot machines are safe.

As the recent &3 1Vi71?stc..s2wgm_enrevealed,
t
all forms of electronicgambling machin-, regardless of
whether they are Class II or Class I11 machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hunof
thousands of Ameticans. Why are these machines still being promoted to rhe public without beifig proven
they are safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headins when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes e w q w h in
the colrntry after a handful af customers got sick in an outbreak of sdmoneIIa poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making hmdrcds of thousmd~of

people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In the words
- - - of &ode Island Hospital's Dr. Robmt Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment,
"Given the right circumstances,almost anyone can get hooked on slats."

-

WrIey Harwell, executive director ofthe OWahoma Assxiation for Problem and Coihpulsive Gambling
and w o h g in a state with a large number af Class I1 machines told Tht3 TuLw W~rkd
in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a waricelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant thar they are spending more than they should-"
Is there any memhr of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct of 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC w b believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hoakd on slots"and to
put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?

There is no question Congnm wanted a clear and major distinction between Class I1 and Class III
gambling. The Iess regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably more
benign than the Class II I forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the
machines does nut fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted TGRA. Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class 11 slot machine and Class TI1 slat machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slat machine in play, it should k categorized as a
Class III gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a wmputer.
But the NIGC can eIiminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and Class 111once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of electronicgarnbhg machines to pmw the machines are safe.
Because as 60 Minute$ proved, today's machines are not- safe, no matter haw the NEW classifies them.

Sincerely,
Patrick O'Brien

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Commcm Regarding TecErnimT Swdards for Class II Gambhg Machines
Date: February 9,201 1
I am writing to ask the National IndimGaming Commission to not only make a clear and zmmistabble
distinction between Cbss U and Class tribal gambhg machines, but most importantly, make its primmy
focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent fi0 .ll_mtrtesseanlent re~eaIc4all forms of e 1 m n i c gambkg machines, regardless of
whether they m e Class II or Class III machines, have proven ta be severely harmfil for hundreds of
thousands ofAmericans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without k m g proven
they axe safe?

In 2008, McI)orrald*smde national headlines when they stopped s w i n g sliced tomatoes lwetywkere in the
m m e after a hmdfd of customers got sick in m outof salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the pubkc slot machines which no one denies are making kmdreds of thousands of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
M c h d d ' s patrons "problem eaters7"'
In thc ~vortlsofRhode Island Hospital's Dr.Robert Rreen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment,
"Given the rrght circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

W i l q Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a l q e number of Class LI m a c h e s told The T u b World in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track or time and space. Logic m d reason sbul down. The
b c k of the brain lights up. They're literaIly not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."

Is thae any member of Congress who voted for Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC who beljeves the
of TGRA was to get '"almostanyone hooked w slots"and to
put c r h s "in a hamelike state" ~x,
they lose control of thkr spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinctionbetween Class II and Class III
gmbling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they w m palpably more benign
than the Class ILI forms ofgambling. Having slightIy different ktachaologicalprogntmmzng of the machines
does not fulfill the intart of tlre legislators that crafted IGRh. Today, most slot machine users are hardpressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class II slot machme and Class III slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a
Class III gambling machine, regardless o f whether or not the tachnology inside the machine pits player
against player miher than player against a oomputer.
But the MGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Ckss II slots and CIass m once .and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of electmnic gambling m a c h e s to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60Mimtt.s proved, t d a y '3 machines are not safe, no m a m how the NIGC classifies them.

Christopher Bfair

Great Barrington, MA 01230 christopher. I:blair:lr:~erizon net 413.528.4960

Gaston, Mark
-

From:
Sent:
To:

Carteisnulife [cartersnulife@aol.com]
Wednesday, February 09,2011 6:57 PM
Reg Review

Subject: Gambling Machines

To:National Wan Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not ody make a clear and unmistakable
distinction henClass 11 and Class III tribaI gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to prwe these slot machines are safe.
As the recent Go-Mhutes-sggmen t re1e3le4, all form of electronic gambling machina, regardless of
whether they are Class I1 or Class 111 machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of kmrjcans. Why are these machines stin being promoted to the public without being proven
they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when theystopped sewing s f i d tomatoes amywhm in
the c0unh-y after a handful crf o f o m e m got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making hundreds of thousands of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In tljp tw&
f Rhode Island Hospi&I's Dr.Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment,
- .-.- o
"Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slats."
WiIey Hawell, executive director ofthe Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number ofClass I1 machines told me ~ S Wmld
Q
in nor o: "Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lme pack oftime and space. h g i c and reawn shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're Iiterdly not mgimnt that they are spending more than they should."

Isthere any member ofCongress who voted for the Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct af 1988 or a staff
membr at the NXGC who believes the intent ofIGRA was t o get "almost anyone h o o k d on sluts"and to
put d&ns "ina trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Conwanted a clear and major distinction M e n Qass I1 and Class 111
gambring. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably more
benign than the Class I I? forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the
machines d m not fulfill h e intent of the legislators that crafted l G R k Today, most slat machine users
are hard-pressed t o distinguish t h e experience of using a Class II slat rnachine and C I a s I11 slot machine.
If a machine looks like, munds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorim3 as a
Class I11 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
agairrst player rather than player against a computer.

But the MGC can efiminatethe hairsplitting around Class TI slots and Class I11 once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers ofefectmnicgambTing machines to pnwe the machines are safe.
Because as tio Minutes p r o d , d a y ' s madrims are not safe, no matter h6w the MGC classifies them,
Lawrence Carter
842 County Rd. 45 South
Headland Al. 36345
~a~~~rsnulife.@aoI~c~~

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Cornmision t~ not only mike a clear and
unmistakable distinction betwen Class II and Class 111tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 ~%fig!!tesse~n_?pnt_r_xealed,
all krms of electronic gambling machines, regardless
of whether they are Class 11 or Class IIF. machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds of thowands of Americans. Why are these machines d 1 being promated to the public
without being proven they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines h e n they stopped sewing d i d tomatoes
emywhmv in the cou-r@n~
after a handful ofcustomers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet nibaI casino i n t e r n are offering the pubIic slat machines which no one denies

are rnalcing hmdreb of t h m m d ~
ofpeople sick.

The casina say it is nut the machine - the gambler is theproblem. But is there anyne who called
those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In the ~ ~ - a rofd sRhode Island Hospitas Dr. Robert Breen who appeard on the 60MinWes
segment, "Given the fight drcumstanm, almost anyone can ger hooked on dots."
-

Wdey HarweII, executive director of the Oklahoma Associationfor Problem and CompuIsive
GamblirSg and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told me TuEsn World
in 2010: "Slat machines produce a trancelike state. People lose mck of time and space. Logic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. Theyke literally not mgnlzmtthat they are
spending more than they should."
Is there any member ofCongress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who Mieves the intent of 1GRA was to get "almost anyme hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control. of their spending?

There is no q u d o n Congress wanted a clear and major distinction m e e n Class IT and Class III
gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that category tmaw they were palpably
more benign than the Class 111 forms of gmblfng. Having slightly different tech01ogicat
programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislatorsthat crafted I G R k
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressedto distinguish the experience ofusing a Class I1
slot machine and Class 111slot machine.
If a machine looks like, wmds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it s h d d be categorized
as a Class 111gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the twhnolo%yinside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a eornputer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class EI slots and Class ZIT once and fur all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of elwtmnic gambling machines to prow the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, tdlafs machines are nat safe, no matter how
the NlGC classifies them.

Pemn submittingletter: Doma Butler
Mailing addwss: 1865Tejean mil,Las Crunes, NM 88007-6060
E-mail addws: ~ l : a r c ! ~ i l z l I ~ r ~ v a l ~ m . m ~ ~
Telephone: 575 524-4737

Class 111 forms of gambling, Having slightly &Re rent technologid
programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators
that crafted I G M . Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed t o
distinguish the experience of using a Class I1 slot machine and Class IZI slot
machine,

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it
should be categorized as a Class ID gambling machine, regardless of
whether or not the technolow inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and
Class III once and for a l l by first forcing casino interests and the makers of
electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe. Because as
6 0 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NGC
classifies them.

Sincerely,
Kathy Cleary
PO Box 936
Los Olivos, Ca. 9341

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
From: Mary Tufts, Bridgewater, Massachusetts
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011

Professor Natasha Sctlull of M l f and Dr.Hans Brieter of Harvard and Mass. General have
testified 4 times before legislative committees at the Massachusetts Statehouse regarding
their respective research on the addictive properties of the modern slot machine and their
effect on the human brain.
Still, most Americans are currently unaware that these machine potentially pose a consumer
safety threat. Slot machine addiction has already caused immeasurable harm to individuals
and families, and daily the media reports en another case of corruption, embezzlement,
robbery or violent crime resulting from addiction to slot machines.

Further, children of sFot gamblers are being abandoned in at home, in casino parking lots,
along side streets and in nearby shopping malls at alarming rates. Many elderly, who are a
large target demographic of the gambling industry, have been reported as going without food,
heat and medication to pay gambling debts accrued on modem slot machines.

Surely there is a reason for this.
Before continuing to sandion these machines as economic development, the testimony of
these two learned individuals should be fully considered.
I am wfiting to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class Ill tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.

As the recent 60 Minutes sesment revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Class I I or Class I I I machines, have proven to be severely
harmful for hundreds of thousands of Americans. W h y are these machines still being
promoted to the public without being proven they are safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes
everywhere in the country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one
denies are making hundreds of thousands of people sick.

The asinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is tbe problem. But is the= anyone who
called those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Bseen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Given the light circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
Msiley Hawell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class I I machines told The Tulsa
World in 207 0:"Slot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and

space. Logic and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not
cognizant that they are spending more than they should."

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct of 1988 or
a staff member at the NlGC who believes the intent af IGRAwas to get "almost anyone
hooked on slots" and to put citizens "in a tranmlike state" so they lose control of their
spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a dear and major distinction between Class II and
Class Ill gambling. The less regulated Class I! games were in that category because they
were palpably more benign than the Class Ill foms of gambling. Having slightly different
technological programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that
crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience
of using a Class I1slot machine and Class Ill slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be
categorized as a Class 111 gambling machine, wgardless of whether or not the technology
inside the machine pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class I1 slots and Class Ill once and for all
by first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, todays machines are not safe, no matter
how the NlGC classfies them.
Mailing Address and Telephone Number
Mary Tufts
1170 Summer Street
Bridgewater, MA 02324
US

508-279-2905

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regading Technical Standardsfor Class 11Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National M a n Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction b e e n CIass IE and Class III ~ b a gambling
I
machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutas segment cevealedLallf o m of electronic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class JI or Class IT1 machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines sdll k i n g promoted to the public without being p m n

they are safe?

En 2~08,
McDonald's made national headlinw when they stopM serving sliced tomatoes evesyulhm .in
the m t r y after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are makjng h~mdredsof thousands of
people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In the words of Rhode Island Hospital%Dr.Robert' Bmen who appeared on the 60 Minzrtes segment,
"Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

W
i
l
e
y HarweII, executive &rector of the OWahoma Asmiation for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number afClass I1 machines told The 7blsa Wmld in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a banmlike state. People lose track of~rneand space. Logic and reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that t h e are spending more than they shauld."

Isthm any member of Cungws who v a t 4 for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the NTGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on slots"and to
put citizens "ina trancelike state" so they lose control of thdr spending?
There is no question Congress wantd a dear and major distincVion between Class TI and Qass IiI
gambling. The less regulated Qass II games were in that category because they were palpably more
benign than the Class 111foms of gambling. Having slghtb djffewnt technological programming of the
machines does not: M I 1 the intent of the legislators that crafted I G R k Today, most slot machine users
are h a r d - p r d to distinguishthe experience of using a Class 11 slut machine and Class 111slut machine.
If a machine I&
like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorkd as a
Class EEE gambling machine, wardless uf whether or not the tdnology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.

But the NZGC can eliminate the hairsplitting a m d Class I1 slots and Class TI1 once and for all by first
forcing casino interns and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 6oMkutes proved, todajr's machines are not safe, no matter how the NlGC classifiesthem.

John Crowe
Po Box 945
Fulshear Texas, 77441

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011

E am writing to ask the N a ~ m aIndian
l
Gaming Comission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction bekem Class I1 and Class 111 tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make 3s
primq focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent holMin 11tessegment reveal1& dlforms of electronic gambling machines, regardless af
whether they are Class II or Class IIT machines, have proven -SObe severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americatls. Why a n rhese machines still being promoted to the public without bekg proven
they are safe?

In 2008, McDonddls made national headlines when they stopped serving s l i d t a m a t w t m m p h m in.
the colmtry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisaning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public sbt machineswhich no one denies are making hundreds ofthouLcmzds of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is 2he problem. But is there anyme who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

In the ~-o.r_ds
of %ode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert B m n who appeared on the 60Minutes segment,
"Giventhe sight circumstances, aImost anyone can get hmked on slots.''

W~leyHarwell, executive director ofthe Oklahoma Associagon for Problem and GornpuIsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Qass XI machinestold The Tdsa World in 2010:"Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People bse track of time and space. Lugic and m n shw d m . The
back of the brain lights up. They're literallynot cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is &re any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hook4 on slots"and to
put citizens "ina trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Conwanted a dear and major W c t i o n between Class I1 and Class 111
gambling. The less regulated Class IT games were in that categoxy because Shey were palpably more
hnign than the Class III forms of gambling. Raving slightly different technological programming of the
machines does not fuIfil1 the intent of the legislators that crafted I G M Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pressedto distinguishthe experience of using a Class 11 slot machine and Class 111 slot machine.

If a machine looks like, m d s like, and f& like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a
Class III gambling machine, regardtm of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.
But zhe NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class 11 dots and Class ITI once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the machines are safe.
Because as 60 Minutm proved, todays machines are not. safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.

Sincerely,
Charles MamWhur
4702 Fort S a n e r Dr.

Bethesda, M D 20816
301-320-2723

Charles.macarthur@grnail.com

To: National 'IndianGaming Commission
Re: Publie Comment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class II Gambling Madines
Date: February g, 2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to nuk only make a clear and
unmistakable didnction between Class II and Class I11 tribal gambling machines, but most
importantlv, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 602JM_it~~ltcssexanent
re\-ealerl,all f m s of electronic gambling machina, regardless
of whether they are Class I1 or Class I11 machines, have proven to be b e r e l y harmful for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still king promotd to the public
without being proven they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped &g
sliced tomatoes
euerywhere in the m n t r y after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machineswhich no one denies
are making hundreds of thousands ofpeople sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anwne who called
those McDonald's patmns vmblern eaters?"
In t h ~~v o r d sof Rhde Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Bmn who appeared on the 60Minutes
segment, "Given the right Ammamaes, almost ahyone can get hooked on slots."

Why HarweIl, executive director ofthe Oldahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Garnbljng and working in a state with a large number uf Class II machines told The Tulsa World
in 2010: "Slotmachines produce a trancelike state. P q I e lose track d time and space. logic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not wgnizanr:that they are
spending more than they
Is there any m e m k of Congress who voted fur the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control oftheir spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class 11 and Class III
gambling. The less regulated CIass II games were in that category m
u
s
e they were palpably
more benign than the Class III forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming ofthe machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted E R A .
Today, most slat machine users are h a d - p d to didngtiish the experience of using a Class II
slot machine and Class I I1 slat machine.
If a machine looks like, sum& like, and feelsIike a slot machine in play, it should be categoas a C l a s I11 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

Butthe NIGC can eliminate the hairspliig around Class II slots and Class 111once and for a11by
first forcing casino interests and the makers af electronicgambling machinesto pmve the
machines are safe. Because as 60 1Mhute-spmved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how
the NIGC cI&es them.

Sincerely,
Maxine L. Saunders
110 Greenmeadow Drive
Timonium, MI) 21093
410-560-3102

lMaxineO12@msn.corn

Carey Baptist Association
PO Box 309
I 8 I 2nd Ave. South
Ashland, AL 3625 1
Rtv. D. Bnrce WIIEts, Dinctor of MfssIum
Donna Fumw, Ministry Assistant
Office Phone 256-3M-5073
Office Phonelk- 256-354-444 1
Email gcey barn16 ~ @ ~ c e n ~ s u ~ e ~ . n _ e t

DOM Phone 256276-1213
D O M Cell 256-276- 1213
Emit fi 5~cf:~i:willis@~mai4~c~.c

February 9,2011
Stop Predatory Gambling
loo Maryland Ave NE
Room 310
Washington, DC 20002

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for lClass I1 Gambling Machines
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear
and unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class 111tribal gambling machines,
but most Importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes segment revealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Class I1 or Class 111machines, have proven to be severely
harmfur for hundreds of thousands ofknericans.

In 200 8, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced
tomatoes eveqwhere in the country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak
of salmonella poisoning, Yet -tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines
which no one denies are making hundreds of thousands of people sick. The casinos say
it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?" In the words of Rhode Island HospitaI"~
Dr.
Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment, "Giventhe right
circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wdey H m d , executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and
Compulsive Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class I1 machines
told The Tulsa World in 2010: "Slot machines produce a mncelike state. People lose
track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The ba& of the brain lights up.
They're Titerally not cognizant that they are spending more t h a n they should."

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of
1988 or a staff member at the NXW who believes the intent of EGRA was to get "almost
anyone hooked on slotsl"andto put citizens "in a bancelike state" so they Iose contml of
heir spending? There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction
between Class I1 and a s s I11 gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that
category because they were palpably more benign than the Class 111forms of gambling.

Having slightly different technological programming of the machines: does not NfiU the
intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users mhardpressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class 11:slot machine and Class I13 slot
machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be
categorized as a Class IX3[ gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technolojy
inside the machine pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class I1 slots and Class I11 once
and for all by first forcing casino interests and the makers of eIectranic gambling
machines to prove the machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's
machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies them.
Respectfully yours,
Rev. Bruce Willis

"Jesus gave HIS Lifef a ~ ~ v o in
u ,a& thaf He m i f give His Life toy m , so that He might
live HIS Life thromgh you or so that you might live thro~gh
HIS Lve!

Ken DeJong
18367 Stony lsland Ave.
Lansing, 11 60438
(708)895-2607
Email: _SZ:@w~ns.net

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Via: seg.revr ewOni gc.wv

Re: Public Comment Regarding Technial Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: Febnraryl0,2011

Greetings.
As a member of Citizens For Our Community this letter is written to ask the National Indian Gaming
Commission not only to make a clear and unmistakable distinction between Ctass II and Class Ill
tribal gambling machines, but to make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
All farms of electronic or other gambling machines,regardless if they are Class II or Class 111
machines have been proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of thousands of Americans and
non-Americans. Why are such machines pfombted to tke public with no proof of Weir safety?

Wehe been infamed that:

"in 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped senring sliced tomatoes
everywhem in the country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slat machines which no one denies are
making hundreds of fhousands of people sick
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minufes
segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked an slots."

Wley Hawell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa World in
2010:"Slot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they should."

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NlGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots" afid to put citizens ."in a fmrwelike State" SO they lb$e control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class 11 and Class Ill
gambling. The less regulated Class 11 games were E
n that category because they were palpably
more benign than the Class Ill forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA. Today,
most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class I[slot
machine and Class Ill slot machine.

I f a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine En play, it should be categorized
as a Class II1 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC .can eliminate the hairspli2ting around Class It slots and Class 111 once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Bemuse as 60 Mjnufes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how
the NlGC classifies them."
Are you willing to do the right thing?

Sincerely,

Ken DeJong

To: National Indian Gaming Cammission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February TO, 2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class JII tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.

As the re_c_ent lit1 .Adilr~~rc.s
secment revealed, all foms of electronic gambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Class II or Class IIP machines,have proven to be severely h d l
for hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the
public without being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes
e v e w h e r e jm fhe COUFZQ
afier a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slwt machines which no one denies
are making hmdreds of thmsun& ofpeople sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who
called those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In the words of rPhode Island Hospital's Dr.Robert k e e n who appeared on the 60 Mimdes
segment, "Given the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

-

Wiley Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class JI machines told The Tuksa World
in 20 10: '?3 lot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. h g i c
and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they
are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at: the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state'bo they lose control of their spending?
There is no question Congress wanted ra clear and major distinction between Class II and Class
III gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that category because they were
palpably more benign than the Class DI forms of gambling. Having slightly different
technological progamrning of the machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that
crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine usms are hard-pressed t o distinguish the experience of
using a Class IX slot machine and Class ID slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be
categorized as a Class HI gambling machine, regardless ofwhether or not the technoIogy inside
the machine pits player against player rather than pIayer against a computer.

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class slats and Claw once and for all
by first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to prove the
machines we safe. Because as 60 Mimtes proved, today" machines are not safe, no matter how
the NIGC classifies them.

John P . Epstein
52 Harvard Street
Rolyoke, Mb 0 1040

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standads for Class 11 Gambling Machmes
Date: February 9,20 1 1

I am writing to ask the N a t i d M a n Gaming Cummissionto not only make-a clear md umnisIahb1.e
distinction between Class II and Class TII aribal pnbling machines, but most importantly, make its primary
focus to p m e these slot machines are safe.
As the ~ c c c n t & ~ f i n r r t esement
.s
m e a l d , all foms of electrnnic gambling machines, regardless of
whether thcy are Class II or Class III machines, ham proven to be severely hardid for hmof
tkousands of Americans Why are t h e machines still being promoted to the public without bang pnwen
they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national haflines, when they stopped sewing sLi& tomatoes mq.wher@In the
c m n t y after a hmdfd of customers got sick in an wtbof saIrnoneIla pmsoning. Yet tribal casino
interests are offering the public slot machrnes which no one denies are making hundreds of thousands of
people sick.

-

The casinos say it is not the machine the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone wha called those
McDonald's patmm "pmblem eaters?"

e Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who q p e a d on the 60Mimtes segment,
"Gven the right circumstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
.In
-.-(he words
-.- - af W

Wiley HarwelI, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large rmmber of Class II machines told The Tulsa World in 20 10:"Slot
machines produce a trancelike state. People lase track of time and space. LQ@Cand reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're litmlly not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is there my member of Congress who voted for the Tndian C m m g Regulatov Act of 1988 or a staff
memkr at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slots" and to
put citi7~ns"in a trancelike state" so they lose conl~olof their spembng?
There is no question Congress wanted a dear and major distinction bemeen Class EZ and Class IEI
gambling. The less regulated Class 11games were in that category because they w m palpably more benign
than the Class nI forms of gambling. Having slightly diffcrcnt tochnolo~ca1progrzlrmning of the rnachnes
does not IfuElIthe intent of the legislators that d s d IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hardprcssed to distiagnrsh the experience of using a Class IE sIot machine and €lass EII slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds Itke, and feels like a slot machine inplay, it should ke m e g a as a
C h sE
l gambling machine, regardless d whether or not the technology inside the mc'~chinepits player
agninsr player rather than player against a computer.

But the NIGC can elininate the hairsplitting m d Class U slots and Class on= and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makes of e1ectron.i~gambling machines to pmve the machines are safc.
Because as 60 Mimfes pwved. today's machines we not safe, no matter how the MGC classifies them

Lee Cheek
PO Box 666
South Egremont, MA 01258
4 13-528-6480

Zee.cheek@yahoo.com

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Tethnical Standardsfor Clm IE Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011

I am writing to ask the Natimd Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class I1 and Class I11 tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary foctls to prove these slot machines are safe.

As the rw~nt60 M i w segrn~ntreiieaIed, dl forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless
~f whether they are Class II or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hzlndrects of thousandsof Americans. Why are these machines stiI1 being promoted to the public
without being proven they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped servjng sliced tomatoes
m m p h m in the cotmtry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thousand$ofpeople sick.

The casinos say it is nut the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald's patrons "problemeaters?"

In tlre nor& Of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Ereen who appeared on the 60 Mhtttes
.-.-segment, "Giventhe sight: circumstances:, aIrnost anyone can get hooked on slots."

WiIey HarweII, executive director of the OHahorna Asmiation for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large numhr of Class 11machines told 3% Tuka W d d
in 2010:'Sbt machines produce a trancelike state. Pmple lose track af time and space. Logic and
reason shut d m . The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not mgnizanr that they are
spending more than they should."

Is there m y member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who beliwes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots" and to put ciikem "in a trancelike state" so they lose corm01of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class I1 and Class 111
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that categorybecause they were palpably
more benign than the Class III forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming of the machines does not fulfill the irrtent of the legislators that crafted IGRG
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to W n g u i s h the experience of using a Class I1
slot machine and Class 111slcrt machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a stm machine in play, it should be catqorized
as a Class 111 gambling machine, regardIess of whether or not the technolog3r inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class I1 d m and Class IT1 once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronicgambling machines to p m the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines am not safe,no matter how
the NIGC classifies them.

Sincerely,
Wallace M Smith
932 1 Holm Bursun NW
Albuquerque NM 871 14
505 897 3235

Pharmacist-Ret .

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class 11Gambling Machines
Date: February 9, a011

Yes,the below is a form letter, and you will probably receive a number of these. Up here in Massachusettswe're fighting
like hell to stop casinos, not ody lxcause of the addiction and financial costs that result, but also because of the economic
nega~veimpact on the state aid to cities and tavns. If the Class I1 distinction remains in effect, the proponents could
shove through legislation allowing the resser of ~ ' C&Is",
I
which as the infomation below demonstrates, there is no such
thing.

Please eliminate the Class II distinction, and make them all Class 111.
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable distinction
bztmm Class I1 and Class EII tribal gambling machines, but most importantly9make its primary focus to prove these slot
machines are safe.
As the recent 60 lUin~~tes
se.%nientreveald, all forms of e l m n i c gambling machines, regardless ofwhether they rn
Class I1 or Class 111machines, have proven to be r n l y h a 6 1 for hundreds dthousands of Americans. Why are thew
machines still Mng promoted to the public without being proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatow, everywhere in the cOEmtry after
a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. YE+tribaI casino interests are offering the public
slot machines which no one denies are making hundreds of thousarzd.t of p p l e sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called thase McDonald's
pasons "problem eaters?"
In the I.\-OTC~SofRhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the %t Minutes segment, "Giventhe right
circumstances, almost anyone mn get hooked on slots."
Wdey Hamell, executive director ofthe Oklahoma M a t i o n for Pmblem and Compu1sit.e Gambling and working in a
state with a large number of Class I1 machines told The Tdsa Wodd in aor o :" a m machines p d u c e a trancelike state.
People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut d m . The back ofthe brain lights up.They're literally nut
cognizant that they are spending more than they should"

Isthere any member ofCongress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff member a t the NIGC
who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on dots" and to put citk~ens3n a trancelike state" so
they lose mnml oftheir spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction bemen Class 11and Class I11 gambling. The less
regulated Class 11games were in that category because they were palpably more benign than the Class I11 forms of
gambling. H aviflg slightly different technological programmingof the machines does not fi1El1the intent of the legislators
that crafted IGRA.Today, most slot machine users are h a r d - p r d to distinguish the experience of wing a Class II slot
machine and Class EII slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it shod8 be categorized as a Class III gambling
machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player against player rather than player
against a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting mund Class I1 slow and Class III once and for all by first forcing casino
interests and the makers of electronicgambling machines to p m the macbines are safe. Because as 60 Minu&s proved,
today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies than.

Sherman Everhart
2 A d a m Cir Apt E
Middleboruugh, MA 02346
(508) 946 3568
eseiii~7@yahm.~um

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class FI Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,201 I
I am writing to ask the National Jndian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class TI and CIass tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these dot machines axe safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes segment revealed, dl forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class II or Class ID machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being
proven they me safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes everywhere
in the cmndry afier a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal
casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making hndreds of
thmcsmdr of people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald' s patrons "problem eaters?'
In the words of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment,
"Given the right circumstances, almost: anyone can get hooked on slots,"
Wiley Hawell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class I3 machines told me TttIsa World in
2010: "Slotmachines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason
shut down. The back ofthe brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more
than they shouId."
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the NlGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on slots" and
to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control oftheir spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinction between Class II and Class 111
gambling. The less regulated Class I! games were in that categorqr because they were palpably more
benign than the Class HI forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of
the machines does not fblfill the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA Today, most slot machine
users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class TI slot machine and Class I11 slot
machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a
Class III gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.
But the WGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class I1 slots and Class EI once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of elemonic gambling machines to prove the machines are
safe. Because as 60Mimrtes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies
them.
This has personally afTected a member of my family, losing her three very young daughters and
husband to this addiction. Please stop it! ! !!

Susan GQre

70 Fairview St.

Lee, MA 01238
4 13-243 -2273

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: Februaty 9,2011
1 am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class CI and Class 1II tribal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its primary
focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the recent 60 Minutes sedment revealed, all foms of electronic gambling machines, regardless af whether
they are Class It or Class I11 machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of thousands of
Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the public without being proven they are safe?
In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatoes everywhe~in the
country after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests
are offering the public slot machines which no one denies are making hundrsds of thousands ofpeopfesick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In thewords of Rhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment, "Given
the right cirmrnstances, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."
Wiley Hawell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association for Pmblem and Compulsive Gambling and
working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa Worid in 2010:"Slot machines
produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The back of the
brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 7988 or a staff member
at the NlGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on slots" and to put citizens "in
a trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinclion between Class 11 and Class Ill gambling.
The less regulated Ctass I I games were in that category because they were palpably more benign than the
Class Ill forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the machines does nbt fulftll
h e intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA. Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish
the experience of using a Class II slot machine and Class Ell slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a Class Ill
gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology Inside the machine pits player against player
rather than player against a computer.
But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II sluts and Class Ill once and for all by first forcing
casino interests and the makers of electronicgambling machines to prove the machines are safe. Because as

60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter Row the NlGC classifies them.
Alan GMtth
165 Lee Rd 246
Salem, AL 38874
alanlgriffith@yahrn.com

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class 11 Gambling Machines

Date: February 9,2011
1 am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class 111b-ibal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary f a n s to prow these slat machines are safe.
As the recent CMJ Min~ifcssegment reveald, all forms of electronicgambling machines, regadess
of whether they are Class I1 or Class III machines, have proven to be severely harmful for
hundreds oft h6mands of Americans. Why are these machines still being pmmuted ta the public
without king proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when theystcrpped serving s l i d tomatoes
meywhere in the mtn~
after a handful of customers gat sick in an outbreak of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines, which no one denies
are making hundreds of thousands ofpeople sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who d
l&
those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters"?
Inthe \+,or&of Rhode Island I.Iospital'sDr. Robert Breen who appearedon the 60Minrrfes
sgmerrt, "Given the dght drmmstanoes, almost anyone Fan get hooked on dm."

WsIq Harwell, executive dimtor of the Oklahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class 11. machines told The Tvlsa World
in zoro: "Slotmachines produce a tranelilce state. P-le lose track of time and space. Logic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they should.pt
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming RegulatoryAct of 1988 or a
staff member at the NlGC who beliews the intent of IGRA was to get "almost: anyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens %I a trancelike state" so they lose contml of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major W d o n behnleen Class IT and Class 111
gambling. The less regulated Class II games were in that category because they were paIpabEy
more benign than t h e Class III forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming of fithe machines does nor fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRA.
a Class I1
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressedto distinguish the lexperience of
slot machine and Class 111slot machine.
If a rnacbine looks like, sounds Eike, and feelslike a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class IIE gambling machine, regardless of *ether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

But the N G C can eliminate tlre hairsplitkg around Class II slots and (=lassIII once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of eledronic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. B e c a w as 60M h t ~ pturved,
s
today's matchines are not safe, no matter how
the NIGC classifies them.

To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
D a t e February 9,2011
I am writing to ask t h e National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a dear and
unmistakable distinction b e e n Class II and Class I11 tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary fmw to prove these slot machines are safe.
As t h e recent ho-Min~~fcsseg_mentre\-eald, all forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless
of whether they are Class IT or Class III machines, have proven to h severely h a d 1 for

hunof thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoxed to the public
without king proven they are safe?

In 2008,McDmdd's made national headlines when they stopped serving s l i d tomatoes
eumywhere in fhe mvntry after a handful of customers gut sick in an outbreak of saImonel!a
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offerEng the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thmcands ofpeople sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who d e d
t h e McDonald's pamns Tpmblem eaters?"
I_nthe words uf &ode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert B m n who appeared on t h e 60Minutes
segment, "Given the right c i m s t a n m , almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

Wiley H a m u , executive d i m o r ofthe Oklahoma Assoeiation for Problem and Compulsive
World
Gambling and working in a state with a large number ofClass II machines told 7Re
in 2010: "Slotmachines produce a trancelike state. People lose eack of time and space. m
e and
reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they should."

Is*here any member of Conwho voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who hliwes the intent of IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on
sIm"and to put citizens %I a trancelike state" so they lose conml of their spading?
There is no question Conwanted a clear and major distinction between Class I1 nnd Class III
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that categorybecause they were palpably
more benign than the Class I11 forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming ofthe machines does not fulfill the intent ofthe legislators that crafted IGRA.
Today, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class I1
slot machine and Class I11 slat machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds Iike, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class 111 gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate t h e hairsplitting m
d Class II slots and Class 111 once and for all by
first forcing casino i n t e r n and the makers ofeIecmnic gambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes prwed, todays machines are not safe, no matter how
the NIGC dassifies them.

Teresa Morgan

To:Nationd Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Teclmical Standardsfor Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Cumission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class 111 tribal gambling machines, but most:
importantly, make its primwy focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the Ew-ent 60 Minutes .wgmen_trevealed, all forms of electronic gambling machines, mgardless
of whether they are Class II or Class IT1 machines, have proven to be severely harmful fbr
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are t h e e machines still being promated to the public
withom k i n g proven they are safe?

In 2008, McDona1d"smade national headlines when they stopped sewing sliced t o r n a m
maywhere in the C O U ~ O Y after a handful ofcustomers got sick in an outbrealc of salmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino inters&-are offwing the public s1or machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of thourn& of people sick

The casinos say it is not the machine -the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
1n the
- - -~-~.-.o.s rofdRhode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who a p p e d on fhe 60Mm~rtes
segment, "Given the right circumstanca, almost anyone can get hooked on slats."

Wiley HarweU, executive War of the Oklahoma M a t i o n for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class I1 machines told The TuEsa Worfd
in 2010: "Slutmachine produce a tranelike state. P q l e lose track of time and space. Logic and
reason shut down. The back of the brain Iights up. Thefre literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they should."
Is there any member of G o n m who voted for the Indian Gaming ReguEatoy Act of1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who believes the intent of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they lose control oftheir spending?

There is no question Congres wanted a clear and major distinctionbetween Class I1 and Class 111
gambling. The less regulated sass II games were in that category because they were palpably
more benign than the Class III forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming of t h e machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted EGRk
Today, most slot machine users are had-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class 11
slot machine and Class III slut machine.

Jf a machine lmks like, soundslike, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class III gambljng machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NTGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class KI slots and Chss IN onee and
for all by first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to
prove the machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not
safe, no maEter how the NIGC classifies them.

Charlotte L. Wellins
21494 Nindl Lane

Wellesley Island, NY 13640
cwell insllphs@yahoo.corn
3 154824946

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class TI Gambling Machines
Date: February g, 2011
I am writing to ask the Nationd Indian Gaming Cornmision to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class I1 and Class III tribal gambling machines, but most
imprtantly, make its primary focus to prove these slot machines are safe.
Pis the recent 60 Minrrtcssegrnent revealed, all forms of elec%micgambling machines, ~gardless
of whether they are Class ZJ or Class III machines, have proven t o be severely harmful for
bun&
of thousandsof kmeticans. Why are these machines still being pronluted to the public
without king proven they are safe?

h 2008, McDonald's made national headlines when they stopped serving sliced tomatos
m m p h m in the coznzrry after a handful d customers got sick in an outbreak ofsalmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of tIwusands ofpmple sick

The asinus say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"

Rhde Island Hospital's Dr.Robert Breen who a p p a d on the 60Minutes
segment, "Given the right &manm, almost anyone can get booked on slclts"
-In
- --the
- -.words
--of

W
x
l
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y Manvell, executive director of the Oklahoma .&miation for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large n w k r ofClass I1 machines told me Tuka World
in 2010: "Slot machines p d u c e a trancelike state. People lose wack oftime dnd space. lgic and
reason shut down. The back ofthe brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that:they are
spending more than they should.'"

Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a
staff member at the NIGC who Mieves the intat d IGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on
slots" and to put citizens 7 n a trancelike state" so they lose control oftheir spending?
There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinctionbetween Class 11 and Class III
gambling. The less regulated Class 11games were in that category became they were palpably
more benign than the Class 111forms of gambling. Having slightly different technol@cal
programming d the machines does not .fuIfillthe intent of the legislators that crafted I G R d
Tday, most slot machine users are hard-pressedto d i i i s h the experience of using a Class I1
slot machine and Class 111slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class 111gambling machine, regardless af whether or nat the technology inside the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.

But the NTGC can eliminate the hairspIMng around Class I1 slots and Class I11 once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers d electronicgambling machines to prove the
machines are safe. Because as 6~ Minutes proved, today's machines are, not safe, no matter how
the NlGC classifies them.

Thank you,
Greg Margoli s
oli-smar&(aol. corn
6027 NE Cleveland Ave.
Portland, Or. 9721 1

To:National Indian Gaming Cornmision
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Srandads for Qass f l Gambling Machines
Date: Febmary 9,2011
I am writing toask the National Indian Gaming onto not only make a clear and unmistakable
distinction between Class I1 and Class I11 tibal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary focus to pmve these slot machines are safe.
As the rwmt 60 hli nuteq sey men?r ~ ~ e n l eall
d , forms of electronic gambling machines, regardless of
whether they are Class I1 or Class I11 machines, have!proven to be severely harmful for hundreds of
thousands of Americans. Why are these machines mill being promoted to the public without hing proven

they are safe?
In 2008,McDonaldlS made national headlines when they stopped sewing sliced tomatms e v e M e c e in
the a n t r y after a handful ofcustomers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet tribal casino
interns are derhgthe public slut machines which no one denies are making hundrds of thousands of
people sick.

The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. Bm is there mjone who d e d those
McDonald's patrons "problem eaters?"
In the \vorrls af 'Rhode island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment,
"Giventhe right circumstances, almost anyone can get hmked on slms."
Wiley Ifw e l l , e x d v e dime of the OkIahoma Association for Problem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of Class II machines told The Tulsa World in 2010:"Slat
machines produce a trancelike state. People Iuse ~ a c of
k time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally not qnizmt that they are spending more than they should."

Isthere any member of Congress-who v o t d for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1983 or a staff
member at the NIGC who believes the intent of I G M was to get "almost anyone hooked on slats" and to
put citizens "ina trancelike state" so they lose contml of their spending?

There is no question Cangress wanted a clear and major distinction &tween Class l1 and Class IEI
gambling. The less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably more
benign than the Class XI1 forms of gambling. Having slightly different technologicd programing of the
machines d m not fulfill the intent of the legislators that crafted IGRk Today, most slot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class II slot machine and Class 111 slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play, it should be categorized as a
Class 111gambling machine, regardless of whether or not t h e technology inside the machine pits player
against player rather than player against a computer.
But the NIGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Qass El slots and Class I11 once and for all by first
forcing casino interests and the makers of eImtmnic gambling machines to prove the machines am safe.
B m s e as 60 Minutes proved, tcdafs machines are not safe, no matter how the N I W classifiesthem.

Dave Colavito
145 Bowers Road
Rock Hill, NY 127754875
845-794- t 964
dcolavito@hvc.rr.com

To:National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class I1 Gambling Machines
Dater February 9,2021

I am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commission to not or& make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class I1 and CIass 111tribal gambling machines, but most
importantly, make its primary focus to prove these slut machines are safe. Gambling,
particularlyproblem/addi&ve gambling, has become a tmmendous problem in
Oklahoma, with oar proliferation of Indian casinos over the last several years.
As the recent lic;r JMirtl~fes
segrnenttre~ea1ed,all forms a f e l e c ~ n i gambling
c
machines, regdess
of whether they are Class EE or Class III machinas, have proven to be sw&y harmful for
hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being prom&& to the public

without being proven they are safe?

In 2008,McDonald's made national headlin~
when they stopped sening s f i dtomateueryulhere in the m t r y after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak sfsalmonella
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slot machines which no one denies
are making hundreds of t h m ~ a n dof. ~
people sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine - the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who called
those McDonald's patrons "problem e a t e ~ ? "

In the \vords
.- - of%ode Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeard on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Given the right drcurnstanm, almost anyom can get hooked on slms."
.

Wdey Harwell, executive director of the Oklahoma Asmiation far Problem and CumpuZsiw.
Gambling and working in a stare with a large number of Class I1 machines told The Tulsa World
in 2010: "Slot machines p d u c e a trancelilce state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and
reason shut dom. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they shwld."
Is there any member of Congress who voted for the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988or a
staff memkr at the NIGC who believes the intent d lGRA was to get "almostanyone hooked on
sIoW and to put citizens "in a trancelike state" so they 1- control of their spending?

There is no question Congress wantd a clear and major distinction between Class II and Class I11
gambling. The less regulatd Class I J games were in t h a t categorybecause they were palpably
more benignthan the Class 111 forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological
programming of the machines does not fulfiII the intent of the legislators that crafted T G M
Tday, most slot machine users are hard-pressed to distinguish the experienmof using a Class I1
slot machine and Class I I I slot machine.
If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a sl& machine in play, it s h d d be categorized
as a Class 111 gambIiig machine, regardless of whether or not the tech010gy inside the machine
pits-player against player rather than player against a computer.

But the NTGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class TI slots and Class 111once and for all by
first forcing casino interests and the makers of electronicgambling machines t.o p m the
machines are safe. Because as 60 Minutes proved, tday's machines are not safe, no matter how
the N I W classifies them.
Thank you for ywr consideration,
Rev. Dr. Rirt E. Moenr'ng
12104Western View Dr.
Oklahoma Ciw, OK 33162
405-728- 1692, themoeIlings@cox.net

From: BroGwC@aol.mm [maiRo:BroGregC@~aoF.mm]
Sent Wednsday, February 09,2011 4:20 Pbl

To: S q Revre:*!
Subject: Stop P d a t o r / l Gambling

To:K;rtional Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Uclnlrnent Regrtding Ter!mical Standads for Class 11Gambling Machines
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exerrrtiw diwctor of the OkZahoma Axmiation for Problem and Compulsiw
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To: National Indian Gaming Commission
From: Vin Del S i g n o ~
Re: Public Comment Regarding Tfxhniwl Standards for Class IT Gambling Mxblnes
Dak: February 9,2011

I Write thB to the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable distinction between Class II and Class III tribal gambling machines, but most
Imlpoitantfy, make its prirnar)r focus to prove tfrese slut machines are safe.
All forms of electronic gambling machins, regardless of whether they are Class II or Class 1TI
machines, are shown to be very harmful for MANY Americans. Yet these machines are still
being promoted to the public - without k i n g proven they are safe!

Yes,the casinos deny there is a problem. But we all know that MANY people are b m i n g
addicted to slot machines.
There is mounting evidence. Wiley Hanuell, asutive director of the Oklahoma Association for
Problem and Compulsive Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Qass I1
machines told Jhe T u / !Waridin 2010: "Slot machines produce a trancelike state. People lose
track of time and space. Logic and reason shut down. The back of the brain lights up. They're
literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Certainly our Congress desird a clear distinction 'between Class I1 and Class
gambling. The
less regulated Class I1 games were in that category because they were "less dangerous" than
the Class If1 types of gambling. But having different technotogial programming of the
machines does not fulfill the intent of the legislatorsthat m R d IGW. I n m ~ sslut
t machines
today, users are hard-pressed to distinguish the wpwience of using a Class 11 slot machine and
Class 111 slot machine.

If a machine looks Wke, sounds like, and k l s like a slot machine in play, it should k
categorized as a Class 111gambling machine, regardless of whethw or not the tehnology inside
the machine pits player against player rather than player againa a computer.

But the NIGC can eliminate the hairspliing around CTass II s k and Class IIf once and for all
by first:forcing casino interests and the makers of el&ronic gambling machines te prove the
machines are safe. Please, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifies.
them.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.

Sincerely,
Vincent Del Signore
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From:
Sent

Wednesday, February 09,2011 3 0 4 PM

To:

Reg Review

Cc:

maiI@stoppred~orygambling.
org

Douglas Wingeler [dcwingaatk net]

Subject: clear distinction between dass ll and dass I11 gambling
To:National I n d i Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standards for Class II Gambling Machines
Date: February g, 2011

1am writing to ask the National Indian Gaming Commissionto not only make a clmr and nnmistakable
distinction between Class JI and Class In bibal gambling machines, but most importantly, make its
primary f n to prove these slot machines are safe.
As the rccm 69 Minlrtcs scgmcnt rcvcalcd, all forms of electronic gambling machines, regardlessof
whether they are CIass II or C l w EIE machines, have proven to be severely harmful for hunclreds of
t h o u w d s ofbericans. Why are these machines stilI being promoted to the public withour being proven

they are safe?
In 2008, McDonaId's made national headlines when they stopped sening s l i d tomatoes etrmywhew in
the muntry after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonella poisoning. Yet 4ribl arino
intere-tsare o M i g the public sIot machina which no one denies are making hundreds ofthousands of
people sick.

-

The casinos wy it is not the machine the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone who d l e d those
McDonald's patrons 'problem eaters?"
In tlrc ~wrtlsof Rhode Island HospiWs Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes segment,
"Given the right circumstance!, almost anyone can get hooked on slots."

WiIey Hawell, executive director of the Oklahoma Association f
aProblem and Compulsive Gambling
and working in a state with a large number of CIas I1 machines told The Tulsa World in 2010: "Slot
machines produce a hdcelike state.People lose track of time and space. Logic and heason shut down. The
back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are spending more than they should."
Is there any member of Congress who rotad for the Inam Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 or a staff
member at the NIGC who belieyes the intent of IGRXw& %'Let %lmil?t&y~ik'k o k e d on slots"and to
put citizens "in a trancelike state"so they I w control of their spending?

There is no question Congress wanted a clear and major distinctionbetween Class I1 and Class In
gambling. The less regulated Class 11.games were in that categorqr because they were palpably more
benign than the Class I11 forms of gambling. Having slightly different technological programming of the
machines docs not M1l the intent of the lcgislatom that crafted I G a Today, most dot machine users
are hard-pressed to distinguish the experience of using a Class I1 slat machine and Class ITI slot machine.
If a machine Imks like, sounds like, and feels like a slot machine in play?it should be categorized as sf
Class 111gambling machine, regardless of whether or not the technology inside the machine pits player
againsl player rather than player against a computer.

But the NlGC can eliminate the hairsplitting around Class II slots and Class 111once and for all by first
forcing msino interests and the makers of electronic gambling machines to p m the machines are safe.
Bemuse as 60 Minutes proved, today's machines are not safe, no matter how the NIGC classifie~them.
Sincerely yours,

Douglas E.Wingelm
266 Merrimon Aye.
Asheville, NC 28801
828-246-4885

dcj>rnrLnatt.net
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Betty Deaver [betsylu4@yahoo.oom]

Wednesday, February 09,2011 4:42 PM
To:
Reg Review
Subject: predatory slots

Sent:

- On Wed, 21911 1, Len BernaI ~ L ~ o p P r e d a f q G a p p r b l iarg>
~ t g .mote:
To: National Indian Gaming Commission
Re: Public Comment Regarding Technical Standardsfor Class I1 Gambling Machina
Date: February 9,2011
I am writing to ask the Nationd Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a clear and
unmistakable dktinction b e e n Class II and Class III tribal gambling machines, but most
importanfly, make its primary focus to p m these slat machines are safe.
As the recent 6oMjntrfcsse,cmeptrw-eald, all forms of electronicgambling machines,
regardless of whether they are Class II or Class III machines, have proven to be severely h&
for hundreds of thousands of Americans. Why are these machines still being promoted to the
public without being proven they are safe?

In2008, McDonald's made national headlines when t h y stopped serving s l i d tomatoes
metywhere in the m~ntry
after a handful of customers got sick in an outbreak of salmonelIa
poisoning. Yet tribal casino interests are offering the public slat machines which no one denies

are making hundreds of thousands oSpeople sick.
The casinos say it is not the machine 1the gambler is the problem. But is there anyone wha called
those McDonald's pabons *problem eaters?"

In the words of R h d e Island Hospital's Dr. Robert Breen who appeared on the 60 Minutes
segment, "Giventhe right circumstances,almost anyone can get hmked on slots."
W11eyH m e l I , exectrtie dimtor ofthe Oklahoma Ammiation for Problem and Compulsive
Gambling and working in a state with a large number of Class 11 machines told ?be Tulsa World
in 2010:"Slotmachines produce a trancelike state. People lose track of time and space. Logic and
reason shut dawn. The back of the brain lights up. They're literally not cognizant that they are
spending more than they should."

Ts there any member d Congress who voted for the lndian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988or a
staff member at the NIGC who belims the i n t a t of IGRA was to get "almost anyone hooked on
slots" and ta put citizens ''ina trancelike state" so they lose control of their spending?
There:is no question Congresswanted a clear and major didnction between Qass 11and Class
I11 gambling. The l a m a t e d Class I1 games were in that category because they were palpably
more k n i g n than the Class II I forms of gambling. Having slightly different technolsgical
programming of the machines does not fuIfi1l the intent of the legislators that crafiec1 IGRA.
Today, most slot machine users are had-pressed to distinguish the experience of wing a Class 11
slot machine and Class I11 slot machine.

If a machine looks like, sounds like, and feels like a aslot machine in play, it should be categorized
as a Class 111gambling machine, regardless of whether or nut the ~ t e c h o g inside
y
the machine
pits player against player rather than player against a computer.
But she NIGC can eliminatethe hairsplithg around Class 11 slots and Class I11 once and for all
by first Forcing casino interests and the makers d electronic gambling machines to prove the
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machines are safe. Because as tM Minxta proved, todays machines are not safe,no matter how

the NXGC classifies this.
Betty cleaver

Get your own web-addHave a HUGE year through Y ah001 Small Business.

From:
Sent:
To :
S ubjed:

Eunice [sienal @sonic.netj
Wednesday, February 09,2071 537 PM
Reg Review; sienal @sonic.net
Public Comment Regarding Standards for Class lIGambling Machines

T o N a t i o n a l Indian Gaming Commission:

N a t i v e Americans have and a r e being used by Las Vegas f o r casinos. This will destroy their
c u l t u r e and it is u n j u s t .

I am a s k i n g the National Indian Gaming Commission to not only make a c l e a r and
u n m i s t a k a b l e distinction between C l a s s II and C l a s s 111 T r i b a l gambling machines, but
more important to prove these slot machines a r e s a f e .
Punerica is in a down turn in economy and casinos prey on the low income and minorities
c a u s i n g collapse of business and families - the b a s i s u n i t of society.

There has t o be a n o t h e r way t h a t i s not a d d i c t i v e for N a t i v e Americans to improve t h e i r
status and I would suggest it be education.

Sincerely,
E u n i c e Edgington
990 Echo Ct.
Rohnert Park, Ca

94928

